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Abstract 

 

The research presented in this paper is aimed to the understanding of the action of 

an unpredictable and unexpected event having a very peculiar nature such as the Covid 19 

pandemic on a particular business sector: the Italian Serie C League, one of the lowest 

level in the Italian professional football league system. The present survey is based on data 

referred to a sample of football clubs in the Italian Serie C Championship collected for the 

periods involving the seasons 2018-2019, 2019-2020 and 2020-2021. The primary data 

sources for this study are the financial statements and related annual reports which have 

been filed by the selected clubs of the Italian Serie C League. The traditional streams of 

income for Serie C clubs have dramatically decreased as direct consequence of the zeroing 

in the tickets and supporters’ subscriptions sales (due to the lockdowns and other 

restrictions for the presence of spectators during the matches) and the collapse of 

sponsorships.  

The data shown in this study confirm that weaker revenues have severe impact 

both on bigger and smaller Serie C teams considered in the sample. This interrelation can 

be intuitively inferred but the analysis of the financial data carried out in this study not 

only confirms such statements but also it highlights the width and the extent of such 

emergency. The present analysis therefore evidences how, for a large number of the clubs 

involved in the survey severe financial troubles before 2019 suddenly turned into one of 

the worst financial crisis they have faced. 
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Chapter 1: 

The Italian Serie C Football Clubs in the Pandemic Regime 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Covid-19 pandemic has moved so far along different waves according to different 

virus mutations creating a highly uncertain scenario (further aggravated by the ongoing 

war in Ukraine) whose impacts and implications are still largely unknown in the medium-

long run. These waves show some critical fluctuations in which dramatic consequences in 

human, social and health data are accompanied by severe impacts in production and 

business terms: the global football industry is no exception with loss of approximately 

USD 14 billion (Rehn 2020). 

Doing business in these risky and uncertain times with a not yet definitively 

solved pandemic and the implications of a war, is not an easy task in particular for those 

sectors linked to entertainment, sport and other not material factors also for the large 

number of psychological variables involved (Pedersen, Ruihley and Li, 2021). The past 

waves of the pandemic have produced severe consequences for these economic sectors 

involving also profound transformations whose implications at global and/or local level (in 

business management, in consumers’ behavior, in the relations among the agents in the 

business chain, etc.) are not fully understood yet (Grix et al. 2021). 

The football industry at world level is presently dealing with many interrelated 

dimensions and several questions: how to effectively and efficiently back up and running 

competitions with the risk of eventual new surge in infections? How to define, design and 

implement extensive global health and safety standards capable to guarantee an adequate 

degree of predictability and stability? How to manage and ensure the return of fans to 
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stadiums as an essential step for a sector restoring with the risk of future lockdowns? These 

questions have profound implications related to the cost control measures, to the relations 

with investors and sponsors and to the sensitive relations between the football clubs and 

TV (Grabowski, 2021). 

All this represents a concrete challenge for the football industry as a whole but it 

is maybe something more than a challenge for the football lower leagues’ clubs which are 

in general more financial fragile and more vulnerable to external market shocks: it's a 

question of survival (Hammerschmidt et al. 2021). 

Major attention of the general public, research and media in Italy has been biased 

on the Serie A teams indeed, and perhaps little attention has been paid to what occurred, 

during the years of the pandemic, to the football clubs in the lower leagues. The Italian 

clubs in the “Serie C” championship, one of the lowest level in the Italian professional 

football league system, highly suffered the consequences for Covid-19 during the period 

2020/2021 making the future prospects of these teams extremely uncertain: their current 

weakness makes them particularly fragile in case of an eventual future new aggravation of 

the pandemic. 

 

2. The Italian Serie C Championship 
 

In the Italian men's football championship “Serie C” represents the third 

professional series, being therefore one of the lowest professional level within the Italian 

football League system and structure (see https://www.lega-pro.com).The “Serie C” was 

founded with this denomination in 1935 as a single championship tournament (Bacci, 

2006).  

Since its foundation in 1935, the Italian Serie C championship has undergone 

significant transformations and modifications in its structure and in the division of the 

https://www.lega-pro.com/
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teams: just to mention for example, the 1978 reform which divided the Serie C into two 

distinct series: 

• Serie C1 (later called Lega Pro Prima Divisione) made up of two groups; 

• Serie C2 (later called Lega Pro Seconda Divisione) made up of four groups, 

which were reduced to three in 1991, and finally to two in 2011. 

In 1993, only for the Serie C1, the play-off and play-out system was introduced and 

the experimentation of 3 points for a victory (later introduced in all series). In 1994 the 

play-offs and play-outs were also introduced in Serie C2 and in 2000 the “Supercoppa di 

Lega Serie C1” was established, a trophy involving a match of the winners of the two Serie 

C1. In 2006 the “Supercoppa di Lega Serie C2” was also established, a triangular 

tournament with a match of the winners of the three Serie C2 groups. In 2008 the "Lega 

Professionisti Serie C" becomes the "Italian Professional Football League". 

In 2012 the reform of the Lega Pro championships was launched starting from the 

2014-2015 season with the provision of measures for the passage, in the 2013-2014 

championship, from 69 to 60 teams. In 2014 and until 2017, “Serie C” was named “Lega 

Pro” but in 2017 it was decided to return to the original name. 

At present Serie C involves 60 teams, privately associated and affiliated with the 

Italian Football Federation, engaging professional players. The championship is divided 

into three distinct group stages on a geographical basis made up of 20 teams each. The 

winners of the three groups at the end of the championship are promoted to Serie B 

together with the winning team of the play-offs, which are accessed by the teams placed 

from second to tenth place in each group plus the winner of the Serie C Italian Cup. Nine 

teams downgrade in Serie D: the last classified of each group are retroceded directly, while 

the play-outs are played between the teams classified from the fifth to the last to the 

penultimate place to establish the relegation of two further teams per group. During the last 
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decades, more and more frequently, financial bankruptcy has become another cause for 

relegation to lower series.  

It is important to remind some peculiar financial features of a football club: even if 

sharing almost the same level of costs of any other commercial/financial firm, they show 

certain peculiarities in the relations between profits and the concept of “result”. A football 

team is structured in order to gain competitiveness and achieve results in terms of matches 

in a highly aleatory environment. Achieving positive results on the playground and in the 

financial statements is not always the same. High investments with the aim to achieve 

results in the matches may scale up becoming losses being frequently unable to repay the 

initial costs. This boomerang effect is often caused by among others some elements: 

• high fixed costs (stadium, players’ salaries, staff, etc.); 

• high volatility in revenues (for instance number of subscriptions, tickets and season 

tickets can vary year by year or after relegation the lower football league, 

availability of less contributions, etc.). 

This leads very often to financial distress, inflating large amount of (frequently 

short term) debt and risk of dealing with huge losses in the short-medium run. 

These features highly characterize the operative scenario for the Italian Serie C 

clubs where several examples of bankruptcy can be reported. This is the case of Catania 

Calcio which has officially declared bankruptcy immediately downgraded to “Eccellenza” 

(the lowest football league in Italy). Another example is Trapani Calcio. This club in 

2020/2021 season tried to satisfy (just before the beginning of the championship) the 

minimum requirements to be included in Serie C but after just two matches it went onto 

bankruptcy. Another interesting example is the case of Pro Piacenza which in 2018/2019 

season, due to financial distress, was not able to pay players anymore. For this reason Pro 

Piacenza lost 20-0 the match against Cuneo playing with only seven players from the first 
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minute (see https://www.gazzetta.it/Calcio/17-02-2019/surreale-cuneo-pro-piacenza-7-

finisce-20-0-3201483375840.shtml). 

It’s quite evident also how these bankruptcies, and their consequences such as the 

immediate relegation, have the power to alter the entire functioning of the tournament 

increasing the global uncertainty level and creating backlash effects to the other clubs. 

 

3. The legal framework 
 

A detailed survey of the legal framework for the professional sports clubs, 

including the football clubs, is not the aim of this study (Carta 2005, Camera dei Deputati 

2006, Demuro and Frosini 2009). Nonetheless it is important to cite some relevant aspects 

of the issue, which involves critical implications for the Italian Serie C championship, 

mainly connected to the fact that sports clubs have always been considered “anomalous 

enterprises” or “companies of special law”, becoming at the core of many doctrinal 

disputes about the nature and type of society itself. 

These initial considerations soon became source of legal uncertainty. Being an 

“anomalous” or a “special” company is not a merely theoretical exercise because this 

distinction is reflected on the legal level of discipline. The evolution of some sectors of 

professional sport, especially football, drove to the reorganization of the entire topic since 

1981, with Act no. 91 (“Rules on relations between clubs and professional sportsmen”). 

This Act can be considered as a cornerstone of the discipline of professional sports clubs 

because it regulates the relationships between companies and professional (sports) 

workers, establishing that the performance for consideration of the professional sportsman 

is the subject of a subordinate employment relationship and dealing with the form and 

organization of professional clubs.  
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Before the introduction of this Act, sports associations were open structures whose 

organization was established by the social statute, having equity distinct from that of the 

members. For the creation of a football club just a minimum of written form was required, 

for example the social statute, to be attached to the application for affiliation with the 

sports federation. To date, this type of organization is still adopted by most amateur 

football clubs. Yet with the fast transformation of the football business and the global 

socio-economic scenario, such approaches became definitively inadequate to manage the 

implications involved in such changes. For example, how the voluntary contributions of 

the members alone could cover costs, expenses and investments necessary to undertake 

this kind of business in a changed environment? How these associations could deal with 

the new market dynamics?  

The Act no. 91/1981 was directed to answer to these questions stating that the 

former sport associations had reorganized providing two legal forms for football club: 

joint-stock company (S.p.A.) or limited liability company (S.r.l.) and also the system of 

controls of professional football clubs was typical of joint-stock companies. 

Three key factors of corporate law were mainly most considered in this Act: 

• the causal element;  

• the subject of controls;  

• the relevance of sports affiliation. 

 

At that time the possibility of pursuing the lucrative purpose, or rather, of 

redistributing the profit achieved among the shareholders, was excluded because these 

companies had to reinvest their profits earned by the company, for the exclusive pursuit of 

sporting activity. This part, which created problems in the homologation of the statutes, 

was modified together with other substantial parts of the Act no. 91/1981, with the Act no. 

586 of 1996. 
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The legislator therefore chose the model of the business company (S.p.A. or S.r.l.) 

with the exclusion of the “limited partnership” (accomandita) and cooperative form. The 

form of “accomandita” was excluded in order to prevent the possibility that a category of 

shareholders, the general partners, had stable dominance within the company while the 

exclusion of the cooperative form was instead a logical consequence of the pyramidal 

nature of the organization of the C.O.N.I., in which the athlete has a subordinate position 

with respect to the other subjects of the system, such as: clubs, federations, Olympic 

committee. 

The football clubs were considered “anomalous companies” because of their object. 

Their anomaly was not linked only to their inability to distribute profits achieved among 

the shareholders, but also to the corporate purpose: the sporting purpose and the pursuing 

of the sporting activity. This anomaly limited the possibility to exploit the potential 

deriving from the use of the S.p.A. form, a form that almost all the Serie A and B clubs 

chose at that time. Other implications were connected to the issue of shares: it was not 

possible to issue savings shares, dividend-right shares, preference shares in the distribution 

of profits, etc. 

In the early 80s the issue of stock exchange listing (despite Act no. 91/1981) was at 

the center of a wide debate. The shares of the Italian football clubs were not intended for 

economic and lucrative aims but rather for mere sporting interests and activities.  

In general terms, the Act no. 91/1981 substantially limited the possibilities for 

football clubs to really operate in the market pursuing the typical purposes of joint-stock 

companies. The further evolution of the business scenario was re-oriented in the light of 

the sentence of the Court of Justice of the European Communities of 1995, the so-called 

“Bosman judgment” which inspired the Act no. 586/1996, in order to allow the football 

companies to acquire financial resources and risk capital from the market. 
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The pursuit of profit, like all companies, became possible. The Act involves the 

obligation to reinvest 10% of the profits for youth and training schools, but the remaining 

part can be distributed. 

Important changes involved the control issues. The powers of the federations, 

(whose control under the previous regulatory system produced unsatisfactory results), were 

limited to the sole purpose of guaranteeing the fair running of the championships; clubs 

have to demonstrate to retain adequate resources to meet the costs arising from 

participation in the championships. Moreover, national federations have not the power to 

decide about the dissolution and liquidation of the clubs, being this power exclusive 

competence of the shareholders' assembly. Nonetheless the federations have the right to 

report to the Court pursuant (art. 2409 of the Italian civil code), in the case of well-founded 

suspicions of irregularities in management.  

As already mentioned, C.O.N.I. is placed at the top of the pyramid, being under the 

supervision of the Presidency of the Italian Council of Ministers and it controls and checks 

every federation for each type of sport (C.O.N.I. recognizes just one federation for each 

sport). C.O.N.I. operates its supervision above F.I.G.C. (Federazione Italiana Giuoco 

Calcio). According to the Federal Statute article 2:  

“The F.I.G.C. is the association of the sports societies and 

associations that pursue the aim of practicing soccer in Italy and of the 

other bodies affiliated to it carring out activities instrumental to the pursuit 

of such purpose. The federal norms regulate the registration of athletes, 

technicians, match officials, managers and other subjects of the federal 

system”.  

 

Professional Italian leagues are by right recognized by F.I.G.C.: the National 

Professional League Serie A, in which the associated clubs employ professional athletes 
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playing in the national championships of Serie A (LNP Serie A), the Lega Nazionale 

Professionisti Serie B (LNP Serie B), to which are associated those clubs employing 

professional players involved in the national championships of Serie B and the "Lega 

Italiana Calcio Professionistico" (Lega Pro), involving the clubs employing professional 

athletes playing in the Serie C national championship (see: “Norme transitorie e finali 

statuto FIGC II”). 

The F.I.G.C. has the management control function of its affiliated companies 

(Article 16 of the Federal Statute), through the Commission for the supervision of 

professional football clubs (CoViSoC), which is aimed to control the economic and 

financial management of the companies (Article 80 of the N.O.I.F. 12) and of the 

sanctioning power (Article 81 of the N.O.I.F.)1. 

Moreover art. 19 of F.I.G.C. Federal Statute states: 

“1. Professional clubs are subject to the verification of economic 

and financial equilibrium and compliance with the principles of proper 

management, in accordance with the system of controls and financial 

balance and compliance with the principles of correct management, in 

accordance with the control system and the consequent measures 

established by the F.I.G.C., also by delegation and according to the 

modalities and principles approved by C.O.N.I. 2. In relation to 

professional clubs, the F.I.G.C. may exercise the powers of complaint to the 

Court as provided for by Art. 2409 of the Civil Code. 3. the F.I.G.C. avails 

itself of a technical body of control called Commissione di vigilanza sulle 

società di calcio professionali (CoViSoC).” 

 
1
The internal federal organizational rules (NOIF) are the regulatory body at the basis of the 

organization of the F.I.G.C. and of the football clubs that participate in the championships provided by the 

various leagues that compose it. They find valid justification in the general obligation to supervise the 

financial balance of professional clubs imposed by ordinary legislation on Federations in order to ensure the 

smooth running of sports championships. 
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CoViSoC can be therefore defined as the institutional body in charge to control the 

economic and financial equilibrium in order to check if the football clubs are reliant to 

N.O.I.F. and to federal law. Set up by Art. 78 of the F.I.G.C. Internal Regulations 

CoViSoC pursuant to Act no. 91/1981, having consultative, control and proposal powers. 

Transparency and controls are linked to the predisposition of a mandatory budget 

plan and periodic interim reports (Articles 84-85 of the N.O.I.F.) (see 

https://www.figc.it/it/federazione/norme/norme-organizzative-interne/) as base for their 

financial statements. For instance, the ratio between revenues and indebtedness, generates 

an index through which clubs can or can not access to the market indicating: a) their free 

access to market operations; b) the limit to make purchases only if financed by own means 

and c) the possibility of making purchases only if they are fully covered in previous or 

simultaneous transfers. When the index reports risk values, as symptom of serious debt 

imbalance, a club may see its registration to the championship denied together with the 

other implications involved in the so called financial fair play by U.E.F.A. 

N.O.I.F. in art. 77 to 90 reports all of the main ratios to be accomplished in order to 

be subscribed to the relative league. 

Just to integrate the present brief overview, it is important to mention two further 

cornerstones: 

• at domestic level, the Act no. 27 (February 21, 2003) also known as the “save the 

football” Act through which professional sports clubs characterized by high losses 

can distribute them along 10 years in derogation of both Italian civil law and 

national and international accounting standards; 

• at European level, the introduction in September 2009 of the rules on the so-called 

“financial fair play” whose main goal is the adoption of stricter discipline, 

https://www.figc.it/it/federazione/norme/norme-organizzative-interne/
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rationality and responsibility, in the financial management of football clubs (even if 

this discipline is mainly applied to medium/big clubs, rather than to Serie C teams). 

In conclusion, this legal framework acted as a critical tool to render professional 

football clubs real business enterprises like any other company with the same economic, 

financial and equity dynamics. However, the particular characteristics of sporting activity, 

the competitive environment in which they operate, the socio-economic dynamics of a 

local environment for the Serie C clubs, determine the emergence of a completely original 

business model. 

 

4. The Serie C and the Covid-19 pandemic 
 

Since the beginning of the pandemic, one of the first measures put in place by the 

Italian governement was to completely stop every sport activity and every event that 

included crowds of people. The Italian Serie C championship 2019/2020 was initially 

suspended on 10th March 2020 with “COMUNICATO UFFICIALE N. 179/A” (until the 

3rd of April 2020); other suspensions were confirmed by Italian Government: 

“COMUNICATO UFFICIALE N. 182/A (until 13th of April 2020); COMUNICATO 

UFFICIALE N. 184/A (until May 3rd 2020); COMUNICATO UFFICIALE N. 193/A 

(until May 17th 2020); COMUNICATO UFFICIALE N. 195/A (until the 14th of July 

2020). After some months of completely zeroing of sports events, finally in June 2020 

football clubs had restarted their championships. In Serie C the season was concluded only 

by playing Play-offs in June and July so playing less matches than the normal regular 

season. 

It is estimated2 that only in Serie C lost revenues from stadium and games were 

about 8 millions € due to the 306 regular season matches not played. Instead, due to the 

 
2(https://www.pwc.com/it/it/publications/reportcalcio/2021/doc/reportcalcio-2021-ita.pdf) 

https://www.pwc.com/it/it/publications/reportcalcio/2021/doc/reportcalcio-2021-ita.pdf
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301 games played with empty stadiums income lost is estimated about 112 millions € for a 

aggregated total of 121 millions € lost in this season. 

Two main key issues can be placed at the base of the Covid-19 crisis of the Italian 

Serie C clubs (PwC 2021): 

• the zeroing in the tickets and season tickets sales at the box offices (due to the lock 

down and other restrictions for the presence of spectators during the matches); 

• the collapse of sponsorships.  

These two factors produced relevant budget and economic consequences. The 

partial reopening to 15% of the capacity of up to 1,000 provided some help in particular to 

small clubs but in certain circumstances created rather paradoxical effects for the big ones: 

opening the stadium for a match appeared more expensive than the relative revenue. 

The lack of visibility in stadiums and the general economic crisis has caused 

severe drops in sponsorships with additional losses in the revenues for these clubs. 

Furthermore, the introduction of the measures and protocols to limit the infections 

involved additional costs in order to comply the procedures: swabs and serological tests, 

sanitizations measures and tools, charter flights and trains with reserved wagons, costs for 

quarantines, etc. 

As a consequence of that, the severe reduction of liquidity, due to less revenues, 

have had a huge impact also on players transfer market, causing a direct effect also on 

capital gains related to it (“Plusvalenze”), which play a critical role in order to increase the 

positive part of the income statement of a football team. 

Four main sources are at the base of the football clubs’ revenues (Plumley 2017):  

• matchday; 

• commercial; 

• capital gains from players’ transfers (“Plusvalenze”) 

• TV broadcasting.  
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These traditional streams of income for Serie C clubs have dramatically decreased 

together with other sources such as merchandising, food and beverages. 

It’s quite evident that the Serie C clubs are extremely more dependent on 

matchday and sponsorship revenues than their Serie A or Serie B counterparts: the former 

have a more limited role within pay-TV networks than the latter. A top Series A “closed-

door” match has found a large public among subscribers in the pay TV Sport Channels 

(even if it seemed not enough to face their economic/financial problems at that time): 

nothing similar has occurred for a Serie C club which do not benefit of the so called 

“localization advantage”. The “localization advantage” is considered as a natural source of 

competitive advantage linked to the geographical allocation of a club. Only the major 

teams can have such an advantage which create a large number of supporters. Clubs linked 

to small towns, also far away from big cities, cannot benefit from the localization 

advantage: therefore, the pandemic has evidenced how, in particular for the Serie C clubs, 

a seat in a stadium can become, after all, a definitively perishable asset. 

Covid-19 has clearly highlighted that, for in the value creation process, spectators 

are a sensitive factor whose action may range far beyond turning up to a live game once or 

twice a week (Sorset al. 2021, Szczepkowski 2021, Horky 2021).Yet spectators are not the 

same for different levels of clubs. For Serie A teams a certain number of fans may migrate 

from the stadium to TV in the living room at home. For the Serie C clubs with no fans in 

the stands the commercial value of the match is unavoidably devalued or cancelled with 

significant effects for sponsorship, advertising, etc.  

Covid-19 has had therefore a relevant impact on the commercial partnerships 

between federations/leagues/clubs and media/sponsorships partners for Serie C clubs; it’s 

quite evident that in one way or another the business media rights and sponsorship models 

have been altered. The crisis caused by these two years of pandemic may have triggered 

and accelerated some changes, affecting audio-visual rights agreements, bringing new 
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ways to arrange media partnerships considering also that sponsors are likely to reduce their 

investment in traditional advertising and new sponsorship deals might not be as lucrative 

as in the past. It implies that sponsorship deals today require alternative strategies in order 

to recoup/profit from greater reliance on digital, e.g. increasingly used virtual advertising 

(digital placement/replacement of branding, advertising and other visual promotional 

messages into audio-visual footage) (Kelham 2020) and experimenting with virtual 

hospitality (Formula 1 2020). 

Managing these changes could become a difficult task for the top tier clubs, but it 

may become an even more difficult job for smaller clubs in Serie C. Even if in mid 2022 

stadiums are finally at full capacity almost everywhere in Europe and in Italy for many 

small clubs it could be enough to “refund” the revenues lost in the past two years. 

No matches, no revenues: it describes the double, multilevel nature first of all of 

the relations between supporters and clubs as essential bias for the financial sustainability 

of many football Serie C clubs during the past two years and in the future (as well as the 

entire sport ecosystem) having in mind that the crisis and the risk of collapse of these clubs 

may involve significant implications upon the economic and social life of many towns and 

small cities in Italy being these teams deeply linked to local communities. 

Lower leagues football teams represents the real essence of people’s love for this 

sport. Being a supporter of these clubs means not only to go to a stadium every Sunday, 

but it shows traditions, culture and roots that has been brought until nowadays from the 

supporter of the past. These clubs cannot have high ambitions and, apart from few 

examples, they will float on these championships almost forever. This describes how much 

football is important in our country and how much is fundamental to preserve it.  

Nonetheless the Covid-19 regime has generated deep transformations in the 

operative scenario these clubs usually deal with in carrying out of their business 
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evidencing in the same time weaknesses and inefficiencies already (more or less) latent in 

their management ecosystem. 

According to PwC estimates (PwC 2021), Serie C is suffering a negative 

performance condition. As evidenced during the season 2019-2020, Serie C teams (in a 

sample of 50 teams on the total 60) produced 152 millions € on average Revenues with 224 

millions € OPEX. This leads to a EBITDA of negative 72 millions € on average, -96 

millions of EBIT, -98 millions € of EBT and -93 millions € of net profit. So on average 

Serie C football teams are in loss since EBITDA (table 1). These results were obtained 

before Covid-19 clearly highlighting how difficult and fragile was the situation in this 

tournament.  

 

Table 1: 2019-2020 Serie C financial performance (source PwC) 
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Severe fragility and structural disequilibrium are therefore quite common features 

in the Italian Serie C football league affecting these clubs with variable and different 

degree and level of severity and magnitude. 

In general, always according to “PwC report calcio 2021”, Serie C on average in 

2020-2021 had an increase of net losses of 27,8% between season 2018-2019 and season 

2019-2020. Whilst revenues have decreased for about 3,5%, costs have increased for 8,2%. 

The graph below (figure 1) shows the average revenues and costs from 2015 to 2020. It is 

interesting to notice that in 2019-2020,in the period taken into consideration, that there was 

an inverse relationship between the trend of the revenues and that one of the costs.  

 

 

Figure 1 

 

PwC Reportcalcio shows also the balance sheet item’s variations (table 2).    
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Table 2:the balance sheet item’s variations 

 

Moreover, net debt remained quite stable (+1,2%) equal to 164 millions € and this 

can be considered an unexpected result considering the net debt variation from season 

2015-2016 to 2018-2019 which registered an increase of 21,9%. Other payables instead 

followed different trend, indeed the variation from 2018-2019 season to 2019-2020 

reported an increase of almost 27% (Other payables are made by: Severance Indemnity 

Reserves, Total provisions for risks and charges and Accrued expenses and deferred 

income). 

All this can explain why the topic “Bankruptcy” (when a football club is no longer 

able to meet its obligations) is therefore a sensitive issue for Serie C clubs because in 

particular after two years of pandemic, it is always a potential risk whose impacts may go 
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far beyond the mere club’s default. Football clubs, as already mentioned above, are subject 

to two systems; 

• the sporting system, for its affiliation and or its contractual and voluntary link with 

the F.I.G.C. 

• the state one, for their nature as commercial companies. 

Football clubs are subjects of the legal regime, being commercial companies, but 

they operate within a "parallel" system: the sporting system (Clemente di San Luca 2007, 

Demuro and Frosini, 2009). The effects of the bankruptcy of a football club are therefore 

under the Bankruptcy Law domain as well as the sports law domain. 

The bankruptcy procedure against a sports club, in compliance with the 

bankruptcy law, can be activated only under precise conditions and requirements, both 

objective, subjective and dimensional, as for any other entrepreneur but the bankruptcy of 

a football club affects its "sporting title", or "the recognition by the F.I.G.C. of the 

technical sporting conditions that allow, together with other requisites provided by the 

federal regulations, the participation of a club to a specific Championship "(N.O.I.F., art. 

52): it is the right to participate in a football championship. 

As a consequence of the bankruptcy, the Federation take again the possession of 

the title because it cannot become part of the bankruptcy assets: it is "lost" by the bankrupt 

company. 

The art. 16 c.6 N.O.I.F. indicates that after the insolvency declaration the club 

loses the membership with the F.I.G.C. and after that the insolvent club will:  

1) release all of its players as free-agents (art. 110 N.O.I.F.); 

2) be banned from every professional tournament.  

These actions have surely disruptive outcomes both in an economic and 

professional terms. It is worth noticing on the other hand that the federal legislator has 

given the possibility to ensure the on-going of the tournament until the end of it in the case 
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that the insolvent club will continue temporary its own commercial activity (art 104 Legge 

Fallimentare linked to art. 16, c6 N.O.I.F.). This explains why in these last years, minor 

leagues (where bankruptcies happen more frequently that major ones) changed their 

structure so deeply. 

From 2011 until 2021 (https://www.calcioefinanza.it/2022/04/10/serie-c-club-

falliti/) in the Italian Serie C, 76 clubs got burst and 117 were penalized for a total of 465 

points. The following figure compares the number of points deleted in the different leagues 

in Italy. The predominance of Serie C clubs compared to the other leagues’ clubs is 

impressive. This evidences also the deeper difference between Serie A/B clubs andSerie 

C/lower leagues’ clubs (figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 

 

PwC Reportcalcio highlights another further element: from 2010 and 2020, 15 

teams out of the 76 mentioned before went into bankruptcy after just 2 seasons from 

relegation from Serie B to Serie C. These data thus confirm that clubs that in Serie C and 

lower leagues are more inclined to go into bankruptcy rather than Serie B ones. 
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5. Corporate Governance and Football clubs 
 

In the management studies, the term “corporate governance” defines a cluster of 

procedures and processes which operate as fundamentals for the management of a 

company as well as the decision processes involved, in order to properly identify and direct 

rights, duties and responsibilities within the company's bodies: board, managers, 

shareholders and stakeholders. 

For the aim of the present study, it can be cited a brief framework about Corporate 

Governance in football sector. The football business entails different kinds and models of 

corporate governance which refer to different conceptions about the nature and purpose of 

clubs (Gazzola et al. 2019). A first macro-distinction involves the Closed Model and the 

Open Model in Corporate Governance.  

• The Closed Model – one or few controlling shareholders have the control of the 

company's bodies and mainly contributing to the risk capital. Small clubs in the 

lower football professional league are often linked to this kind of model where 

frequently a so-called “president-patron”, a local successful entrepreneur, decides 

to invest in the team driven by passion or in order to obtain a return in terms of 

image or sponsorship. The business approach, considering the peculiarities of the 

football environment, lacks not rarely of competent managerial figures and the 

corresponding adequate strategic planning. For many small clubs positive results 

may be achieved when these patrons are ready to invest massively, but the 

dynamics of the football system may drive this model to a fatal crisis when costs 

overcome the revenues and these presidents have to deal with growing difficulties 

in covering these losses. Unsurprisingly, in recent years in Italy many professional 

clubs, also in Serie C league as already mentioned, have gone bankrupt. 
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• The Open Model – in the internal bodies of the club, other subjects other than the 

majority shareholder are also involved: other figures, besides the shareholders, are 

involved in the governing bodies representing not only economic but also sporting 

and socio-cultural interests. This is the reason why often this model is identified 

with the expression "popular shareholding".  

Moreover, in literature further models and approaches are considered in the 

corporate governance of the football clubs such as (Malagò and Sanguigni 2022): 

• The Public Business Model - those football clubs which have their shares listed on 

the stock market have adopted this approach also because these shares can be 

purchased by anyone, including fans. Frequently key decisions and operative 

choices are made by a few members who actually control the club making the most 

important decisions. This kind of model requires an adequate level of transparency 

and a good communication systems being the company open to the public and 

therefore under the attention of all its stakeholders. These clubs have therefore the 

possibility of raising capital anywhere in the world market, but not rarely financial 

results, the central bias in the interests of the majority shareholders, may focus 

greater attention that the sport ones.  

• “It's my party" Model – these clubs are under the control of a single powerful (rich) 

owner (oligarch) who manages the company directly as his own personal company 

and investing huge amount of financial resources in it. The availability a large 

amount of money allow these club to have the best players as well as to face the 

budget losses with injections of equity. Yet highly depending on a personal single 

management, these clubs may suffer of the risk of a lack of continuity for example 

when suddenly the owner of the club decide to leave the scene leaving in danger 

the company. 
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• The "Popular Club" Model – essentially based on the idea of “popular 

shareholding”, in these clubs a large number of supporters provide the necessary 

resources having the right to vote, electing a president and a steering committee 

that deals directly with corporate management. This model is based on a strong and 

diffused emotional participation whose main weakness is represented by the 

unstable voting base which can affect the club strategic and management directions. 

• The “Family Affair” Model – often town small clubs, in particular in Serie C, are 

strictly linked to family-run businesses where the presidents invest the resources of 

the family and directly manage the business, assisted by a few other individuals. 

This model on the one hand is characterized by a relevant emotional involvement 

of these families in the management of these local clubs but on the other hand, as 

mentioned for the Closed Model, the present dynamics in the football business 

require specific management skills and expertise which not always these presidents 

have.  

 

6. Concluding comments 

 

The present chapter has been essentially focused on a brief description of the main 

features of Italian Serie C championship, in historical, legal, corporate governance and 

some substantive economic/financial terms.  

The concepts described above can be considered as a sort of premise for the next 

chapter, in which the guidelines about accounting regulations in Italy and all of indicators 

and ratios in order to ensure the right functioning of Italian football clubs’ financial 

statements will be described.  

In general terms the present study is focused on the description of the difficulties 

and problems Serie C clubs had to deal with before and during Covid-19 pandemic but, in 
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the same time, this brief survey aims to evidence also how the pandemic acted as “coup the 

grace” for this sector. Many directors and GMs have publicly requested to Italian 

Government some public funds to have some “oxygen” in order to overcome the short term 

negative implications of this difficult period. On the other hand, Italian Government has 

lots of doubts in accepting such requests for two main reasons: 1) the amount of economic 

support to be directed also to other sectors and private citizens involved in the Covid-19 

economic crisis; 2) the previous economic situation of the football business capable to 

render these supports definitively ineffective. 
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Chapter2 

The financial scenario 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Football Clubs, as described in the previous chapter, have been considered in the 

past as “anomalous enterprises”, or “companies of special law”, with a series of complex 

implications in legal and financial terms. The reorganization of the entire issue since 1981 

concretely contributed to develop a legal framework capable to act as a critical tool to 

render professional football clubs real business enterprises like any other company with the 

same economic, financial and equity dynamics. Therefore the Football clubs’ financial 

statements form and structure are comparable and similar to every other commercial firm. 

Nonetheless, as already stated, the peculiar characteristics of sporting activity, the 

competitive environment in which they operate, the particular pyramidal mechanisms 

within the operative context where public/private bodies exert a supervision on football 

clubs as well as the socio-economic dynamics of a local environment for the Serie C clubs, 

determine the emergence of a completely original business model. 

This peculiar business model shows relevant implications according many points 

of view because football clubs, as already mentioned, are subject to a double faceted legal, 

financial and control scenario which affects also those norms and regulations related to the 

financial statements. The football business in Italy is under the action of two 

interconnected but separated (and well distinct) levels: 
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• The legal level resulting from the Italian civil law and its accounting standards 

(OIC)  

• The “sporting” level resulting from the Italian (FIGC, CONI, etc.) and the 

European sport associations’ rules (UEFA, FIFA, etc.) which are developed to 

guarantee the regular professional activity.  

 

Additional elements are becoming a critical part of sustainable managerial 

strategies at global level such as the recent changes in corporate governance aimed to 

improve the disclosure reporting among stakeholders and corporate social responsibility 

(CSR). Similarly, within this context, the Financial fair play (FFP) introduced by UEFA in 

2009 to improve the overall financial health of European football clubs (to prevent them 

from spending more than they earn in revenues thus preventing clubs from getting into 

financial trouble that could affect their long-term survival) is playing a relevant role. 

Given the multilevel implications and the magnitude of the football game 

phenomenon, special emphasis should be paid upon the economic and financial grounds of 

companies’ reports under a sort of global/international perspective.  

Some key-issues can be placed at the base of this approach: 

• the growth of the football clubs’ revenues;  

• the transfer fees paid by football clubs to recruit new players which have increased 

significantly over the past few years;  

• the need to overcoming the comparability problems of European firms’ financial 

statements. 

 

These issues clearly evidence that football business has reached in these recent 

years a global scale with a high degree of interconnection among clubs at international 

level. This is the reason why EU has launched over the years a harmonization, convergence 
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and standardization process which aims to reduce the differences in accounting practices 

by issuing specific directives. The stage of standardization was initiated to further adopt 

appropriate acts to improve the comparability of listed companies’ financial statements.  

Towards this end, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) 

developed IAS (International Accounting Standards) and IFRS (International Financial 

Reporting Standards) international accounting standards presently form an accepted 

common accounting practice in the football industry. The application of IAS/IFRS 

principles plays therefore a critical role. In Italy the international accounting standards 

affect the football business along three levels: 

• listed clubs (es: AS Roma, SS Lazio, FC Juventus): international standards are 

mandatory;  

• medium-small clubs (Serie A and B): IAS/IFRS are recommended;  

• Serie C clubs and lower championships clubs: the adoptions of international 

standards is not required. Due to the very limited “internationality degree” of these 

teams the implementation of IAS/IFRS is not even recommended.  

 

The presence of two different and distinct dimensions under which football 

business in subjected in Italy doesn’t imply that each clubs has to redact two different 

financial statements. Nonetheless F.I.G.C. has developed two tools: 

• the Accounting Recommendations (Raccomandazioni Contabili);  

• the Unified Chart of Accounts (Piano dei Conti Unificato).  

 

These tools are directed to improve accounting harmonization and transparency in 

football business as well as the convergence of the budgeting process of the Italian football 

clubs. They provide detailed information and instructions for a correct balance sheet or 
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income statement arrangement: each item and field are clearly identified and linked to the 

appropriate class.  

 

2. The Accounting Recommendations (Raccomandazioni Contabili) 

 

The Accounting Recommendations (Raccomandazioni Contabili) represent a 

fundamental document because it involves all those items, issues and elements essential 

and characteristic in a football club’s financial statement. The Accounting 

Recommendations are a tool having regulatory value to which the subjects obliged to 

comply with the NOIF must refer to the preparation of the financial statements to integrate 

the forecasts contained in the accounting standards issued by the OIC which cannot be 

applied to the specific cases accountants in the professional football sector. Even those 

clubs adopting the international accounting standards are required to accomplish the 

Accounting Recommendations if some specific legal transactions typical of the 

professional football sector are not regulated by the IAS/IFRS principles but included in 

the Accounting Recommendations. The main goal of the Accounting Recommendations is 

to support football clubs in avoiding ambiguous interpretation of the specifications of the 

sector operations; they constitute a set of technical and interpretation rules which, together 

with the accounting principles, allow the correct recording of management facts. 

F.I.G.C. through these recommendations identifies some typical items for Income 

Statement and Balance Sheet. With regards to the Income Statement F.I.G.C. indicates:  

1) Income from TV rights: they are traded by Leagues in order to represent the clubs. 

After the disaggregation of the Italian Championship as “Commercial Product” in 

1999, the capability to transfer these rights passed to the Italian Football League on 

2010-2011 and the income summoned is distributed as follows: a) 40% equally to 

every club of the championship; b) 30% on sport results (this percentage is 
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moreover divided in: 10% based on the results obtained from 1946 until today, 15% 

on the last 5 years and another 5% based on the results obtained during the last 

season); c) 5% based on the total population of the city where the club is located 

and d) the remaining 25% is based on the user base of that specific club. 

 

2) Capital Gains (Losses) from player trading (“Plusvalenze e Minusvalenze”): this 

income statement’s item plays a critical role as also evidenced in literature (Gravina 

2016). Capital gains represent a fundamental element for the European Financial 

Fair Play being in the same time considered one of the most controversial topic in a 

football club’s income statement. The transcription of this item is strictly connected 

to the intrinsic definition of a football player’s value. The issue is however at the 

core of many legal, financial economic and extra-economic disputes. In addition 

the sale of a player implies that a club has to compare the gain from the player’s 

transfer and the cost of the right net of amortization. This difference could be 

positive (Capital Gain) or negative (Capital Loss).  

 

3) Amortization of player’s rights: it describes the current accrual in order to own the 

player’s right. It is important to note that the amortization related to football players 

has a specific amortization provision for each player (in order to be in line with the 

principles of transparency and accountability).  

 

4) Revenues/Costs from players’ loans: it is regulated by article 103 N.O.I.F.. In this 

case this article states for the clubs the possibility to obtain or dismiss a player just 

for one season (this rule can be modified in case of a substantive agreement 

between the two clubs involved in the transaction). The exchange in loan is 

reported as a cost for the “transferee club” (for O.I.C. is reported as “Spese per il 
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godimento di beni di terzi”) whilst for the receiver club as a revenue (OIC, “Altri 

ricavi e proventi – ricavi da cessione temporanea dei giocatori”). 

 

With regards to the Balance Sheet 4 main items can be identified:  

1) Players’ rights (intangibles assets): it is usually considered as one of the most 

important and critical item in the Balance Sheet. Players’ rights describe the 

relationship between the club and the player (under the legal provision of the 

91/1981 act as mentioned in the previous chapter). This relationship is defined, 

qualified and reinforced within a written contract in the framework of the Italian 

Football League. This implies that the exchange of these rights from a club to 

another has to accomplish a definite legal course and its completion can be carried 

out only in a pre-specified and well defined timeframe (the so-called 

“Calciomercato” in Italy). The formal exchange is made from a previous 

negotiation between the clubs which becomes official after the formal substitution 

of the old contract (with the previous club) with another one completely new (with 

the new club). The total amount is registered into the Italian football clubs’ balance 

sheet under the item: “Altre immobilizzazioni immateriali” (Other intangibles). 

FIGC has also pointed out that, in order to achieve a precise accounting process, the 

football clubs have to specify the nature of these intangibles into the item: “Diritti 

pluriennali alle prestazioni sportive dei calciatori”. Being intangibles they are 

registered in order to be durably employed in the cycle of sporting activity. As 

mentioned before, a definition of a football player value is not an easy task because 

many variables are unavoidably involved: physical conditions, psychological and 

technical variables, etc. For this reason the players valuation has to be based on the 

cost reported on the contract, rather than on the estimated future realization. This 

accounting method of is applied also with regards to young players (from the youth 
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teams). The difference between regular and young players is that young players 

often come from the National Amateur League (“Lega Nazionale Dilettanti”). 

Another key-issue is related to the determination of the cost of these players. In 

general terms, it is commonly assumed, that the correct value can result from 

setting the number of clubs in which the player has played in the last three years 

and the league (Serie A,B,C, etc.) in which has been played during the last season. 

Obviously if the young player is coming from the youth team of the same club 

interested to move him to the main team, the correct way to define his values is in 

using the “fair value”. 

2) “Homegrown” players costs: these kind of costs play a critical “investment” role 

for their strategic importance both in an economic/financial and in a managerial one 

term. Young football players’ scouting may become a rather expansive activity in a 

very broad sense somehow similar to R&D investments: the effective results of 

these investments can be estimated only in the future making them a rather risky 

activity as well. In accounting terms, considering their inner nature and supporting 

clubs in capitalizing these costs, they can be classified, according to the F.I.G.C. 

instructions, as “Other Intangibles” under the item “Capitalizzazione costi vivaio”. 

It is important to note that the capitalization implies only the costs strictly related to 

the management and structure and not those related to Seeling, General and 

Administrative Expenses (SG&A) such as: travels, salaries of youth team technical 

staff, injuries’ costs, etc.  

3) Partnership value ex art 102 bis N.O.I.F.: according to this norm, it is possible for 

a selling football club holding a players’ rights to transfer to the buying club an 

equal right (50%) on the financial effects of the same right. This partnership is 

recognized and formalized through a contract that represents a separate distinct 

agreement from the transfer one. The partnership is accounted in the balance sheet 
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as financial debts (“Debiti per compartecipazioni ex art. 102-bis NOIF”) for the 

club transferring the right; the buying club that acquires the right it is accounted as 

financial credit (“Compartecipazioni ex art. 102-bis NOIF”). It is important to note 

that the impact on the income statement has to be reported as negative component.  

4) Provisions for mutual benefit purposes: its legal framework is related to the 

provisions of article 4 of 586/1996 Act, which states that 10% of any operating 

profit must be set aside for youth technical and sports training schools. These sums 

must be included in a special reserve on the liabilities side of the balance sheet. 

 

3. The Unified Chart of Accounts (“Piano dei Conti Unificato”) 

 

The classification in the “Piano dei Conti Unificato” has been updated in 2006 in 

order to improve transparency in the transfer fees paid by football clubs to recruit new 

players, their costs and incomes. 

The Unified Chart of Accounts includes 9 mandatory class of transactions as 

follows:  

1) Financial sources long term:  

a. shareholders' equity, 

b. total provisions for risks and charges,  

c. Severance Indemnity Reserves,  

d. ordinary and convertible bonds, debts, and debt related to equity 

participations. 

2) Fixed Assets:  

a. tangible fixed assets,  

b. intangible fixed assets,  

c. financial fixed assets. 
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3) Inventory:  

a. initial inventories,  

b. final inventories. 

4) Current receivables and payables:  

a. receivables,  

b. receivables from group companies,  

c. receivables from tax authorities,  

d. other amounts receivable,  

e. commercial payables,  

f. other payables,  

g. payables to tax authorities.  

5) Liquidity:  

a. cash and cash equivalents.  

6) Costs:  

a. costs of sales,  

b. salaries,  

c. amortization and depreciation,  

d. other production and operating costs,  

e. financial interest,  

f. adjustments,  

g. extraordinary costs,  

h. tax costs. 

7) Revenue:  

a. value of production,  

b. income from equity investments,  

c. other financial income,  
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d. adjustments,  

e. extraordinary income.  

8) Outturn accounts:  

a. income statement,  

b. initial balance sheet,  

c. final balance sheet.  

9) Memorandum accounts:  

a. guarantees granted to third parties,  

b. options and other derivates,  

c. leasing, factoring.  

 

Of course the OIC and national accounting principles plays always a prominent 

role being legal duties and obligations: the F.I.G.C. Accounting Recommendations and 

Unified Chart of Accounts have no similar legal mandatory force. Nonetheless the 

compliance to these F.I.G.C. tools acquires a mandatory force because it represent a 

necessary precondition to register a club to the national leagues: there is no legal 

infringements but they are a clause to access the Leagues. 

It is important to provide, at this point of the discussion, some indications about 

the accounting norms and regulations as well as the legal framework regarding the 

disclosure of Serie C clubs’ financial statements, for which art. 84 and art. 85 (point C) 

N.O.I.F. provide detailed insights.  

They have the obligation to deposit with Co.Vi.So.C.: 

- by 31 May of each year the interim balance sheet as at 31 March, approved by 

the administrative body and accompanied by the report containing the opinion of the 

auditing firm ("limited review"); 
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- by November 30 of each year, the interim balance sheet as of September 30, 

approved by the administrative body and accompanied by the report containing the opinion 

of the auditing firm ("limited review"). 

The obligation to prepare and transmit the interim accounting situations is 

functional to the calculation, on the same dates, of the following control indicators 

1) Liquidity Ratio: calculated through the ratio between Current Assets and Current 

Liabilities; 

2) Indebtedness Ratio: calculated as the ratio between Payables and Revenues; 

3) “The Broader Labor Cost indicator”: calculated as the ratio of Broader Labor Cost 

to Revenue where the BLC is consequently obtained as the sum of the following 

accounting items: payroll and amortization of players' registration rights;  

4) Capitalization indicator: given by the ratio between Equity and total Assets. The 

Capitalization ratio can be calculated using the approved annual financial 

statements, the approved semi-annual report and the approved interim balance 

sheets.  

 

The minimum requirements for each index/ratio are not fixed and could change 

every year for every championship. This variable item is defined by F.I.G.C. and this 

variability allows eventual adjustments in indicators to manage different macro and 

microeconomics contexts and to deal with periods of financial distress (as COVID-19). 

 

4. The Financial Statements’ reclassification methodology 

 

The present study is based on a review strictly linked to a precise reclassification 

scheme in order to achieve an intuitive extraction of the ratios and economic/financial 

indicators useful for the analysis of the selected teams in the clusters. 
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4.1 The Balance Sheet 

 

In general terms, the most commonly adopted tool for the reclassification of the 

football teams’ balance sheet is linked to a financial reclassification method (see: 

https://studiofazzini.it/ricerche/analisi-di-bilancio-la-riclassificazione-dello-stato-

patrimoniale/) based on the division between current and non-current assets as well as 

current and non-current liabilities. In fact, even UEFA in its toolkit 

(http://www.jalgpall.ee/docs/EN-FFP_Toolkit-2019.pdf) proposes a balance sheet scheme 

as described in table 3. 

From this table it can be evidenced that about all the typical items of the balance 

sheet are nearly included (Accounts Receivable from Player Transfers Accounts 

Receivable from Group Entities & Related Parties, Intangible Assets - Players Intangible 

Assets - Other, etc.).  

Surely such a scheme already drives to highlight the typical items of a soccer team 

and at the same time to calculate some profitability ratios, but it is not complete enough 

per se in order to have a complete and exhaustive view about the operativity of those assets 

and liabilities.  

On the other hand, the present study is not fully inspired by such scheme, not 

therefore following the related model.It rather depicts a functional reclassification scheme 

within the division of receivables and payables on the basis of their operativity, thus on the 

base of their relevance to the company's activity and then on their duration on the Balance 

Sheet too (operating <12m, non-operating >12m). 
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Table 3: balance sheet reclassification model suggested by UEFA  

 

In this way, profitability ratios were calculated, as well as leverage and growth 

ones. In fact, the Net Working Capital has been calculated based on the difference between 

current operating assets and current operating liabilities but including also the Net Working 

Capital related to activities linked to the world of soccer, given by the difference between 

account receivables from player transfers and from football entities (e.g. F.I.G.C.) Short 

Term and the corresponding liabilities.  
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Furthermore, intangibles linked to players, net of amortization (i.e. rights) as well 

as costs connected to the youth sector (Homegrown Players Cap Costs) have also been 

included.  

The Balance Sheet scheme that will be used to perform the cluster analysis will be 

developed as follows (table 4): 

 

Table 4: own reclassification model of balance sheet 

 

Data, reported in thousands, has been divided into (for the left side):  

• The Net Working Capital (NWC) 

• The Net Working Capital (NWC) from football related activities as reported before, 

• The Net Fixed Assets (NFA) as the difference between Operating Assets and 

Operating Liabilities Long Term (Intangibles, Tangible Fixed Assets, etc.). 

To complete the left side of the sheet Net Operating Assets or NOA is included. 

NOA results from:  

NOA = NWCs + NFA 
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The right side of the sheet includes:  

• the Short Term Net Financial Positions reported as Short Term Net Financial 

Obligations (NFO ST) 

• the Long Term Net Financial Positions reported as Long Term Net Financial 

Obligations (NFO LT) 

• the total amount of NFO (as the sum of NFO ST and LT) 

• the Shareholders’ Equity (SE) 

 

The Employed Capital (EC) results from: 

EC = NFOs + SE 

 

It is important to remind also that: 

NOA = EC 

 

This reclassification (and this also is adopted to the Income Statement) was based 

on the remodeling of the balance sheets (OIC structure) as reported in the Orbis and 

A.I.D.A. portals integrated with the balance sheet information for the three years of the 

reference time period for the various teams selected (2018-2020).  

However, it should be underlined that such information base is not always 

adequate and exhaustive because in some case data are missing or incomplete: this is the 

reason why the reclassifications may included some items reporting blank, N/A or with 0. 
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4.2 The Income Statement 

 

The reclassification of the Income Statement was carried out in order to have a 

clear structure of organized items capable to achieve a sound distinction among soccer 

clubs’ items and to calculate economic indicators useful for explaining the incidence of 

those items on the various tranches of the Income Statement.  

Moreover, this analytical sorting of clubs has been undertaken above all by 

highlighting the "top" of the income statement. In fact the focus will be above all on those 

items placed above EBITDA. It has been considered not particularly relevant for the 

present surveya detailed focus on the analysis of: 

• Depreciation  

• Interest Income/Expenses Expenses 

• Taxes Income/Expense 

 

The model adopted therefore is based on the following scheme (table 5): 

 

Table 5: own income statement reclassification model 
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It is important to note that two different EBITDAs have been highlighted:  

• a "classic" one: given by the difference between revenues and the sum of Cost Of 

Goods Sold (COGS) plus Selling General & Administrative Expenses (SG&A);  

• an EBITDA net of players transfer and registration, given by adding to the classic 

EBITDA the difference between revenues from player trading (capital gains from 

players' trading, etc.) and costs from player trading (capital losses from players' 

trading, etc.).  

 

A very brief literature review can be useful to identify the most typical items of 

the income statement (see UEFA website or Gravina, 2016) as reported in the previous 

subchapter. In the following tables 6 and 7 the items that are considered more 

representative of a football club’s income statement are reported for UEFA too: 

 

Table 6: income statement reclassification model suggested by UEFA (1) 
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Table 7: income statement reclassification model suggested by UEFA (2) 

 

Although the reclassification is not the same, these statements were however 

useful both for the division of items and also for the calculation of EBITDA from players' 

transfer.  

 

5. Methodology 

 

The present survey is based on data referred to football clubs in the Italian Serie C 

Championship collected for the periods involving the seasons 2018/2019, 2019-2020 and 

2020-2021. The Italian Serie C Championship is composed of 60 clubs with highly 

variable sport performances with a certain number of teams promoted to the Serie B 
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Champions or relegated to the lower leagues. In order to achieve a stable comparison 

among different financial statements a sort of “simplified cluster analysis” has been 

adopted also to select those cases for which complete data was available on the chosen 

variables. 

This kind of approach has been therefore chosen to divide and extract from the 

“global population” (60 teams), multiple groups (clusters) which are indicative of 

homogeneous characteristics and have an equal chance of being a part of the sample for 

research, data collection and data analysis.  

This approach is described in figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: a simplified approach in the clusters’ creation 

 

This kind of approach has been adopted only as practical solution for the cluster-

sample design by organizing items into groups, or clusters, on the basis of how closely 

associated they are, having therefore no statistical implications. The present approach is 

thus used for “classification”: subjects (clubs) are separated into groups so that each 

subject is more similar to other subjects in its group than to subjects outside the group. 

 

5.1 The Target 

As mentioned above the target group in the present survey is the “population” of 

the Italian Serie C League in four seasons: 2018/2019, 2019-2020, 2020-2021 and 

2021/2022. This league is composed of 60 clubs and the composition the Championship 

 

Target 

Creation and 
evaluation of 
the sampling 

frame

Groups' 
creation

Clusters' 
creation
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during each season is highly variable due to the relegation/promotion mechanisms to/from 

the lower/higher leagues. Different outcomes in sporting performances may reverberate 

into different outcomes in financial performances. These differences may be translated into 

a number of severe limitations and constraints associated with any form of comparison.  

All this can be placed at the base of crucial methodological questions to be 

addressed with respect to: a) what extent these given units (clubs) are really comparable; b) 

what conditions are required to make any comparison among them meaningful; c) how to 

prevent the risk of comparing incomparable units belonging to different contexts and d) 

what are the alternative comparisons that could be carried out with possibly within more 

homogeneous analytical groups and clusters. In order to provide some answers to these 

questions is therefore necessary to define and implement some sampling frames to extract 

those units capable to be gathered within more homogeneous groups more useful to the 

present survey. 

 

5.2 Creation and evaluation of the sampling frame 

A lack of homogeneity in the sample may increase the group variances making a 

comparison of data rather problematic. For the present study, the creation and evaluation of 

the sampling frame are essential steps in order to solve those discrepancies among data: the 

main sample frame adopted is therefore essentially based on the continuous presence of 

each team in the Italian Serie C championship during the reference period of four seasons 

from 2018 to 2022. This parameter is thus the precondition for the present sampling frame 

capable to ensure an adequate level of homogeneity among the units and the related data 

involved in the present analysis. 
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5.3 Groups’ creation 

The adoption of the sampling frame mentioned above drives to the creation of two 

groups of clubs. A first group is composed of teams which during the reference period 

have been subjected to the relegation/promotion mechanisms to/from the lower/higher 

leagues. A second group gathers those teams which have had a continuous stay in the Serie 

C league in the reference period (2018-2022) thus meeting the sampling frame adopted for 

the present survey. For this reason, this control group includes 28 teams (46,6% of the 

target population) which, according to this point of view show an adequate degree of 

homogeneity useful for a potential data and information comparison3.  

 

 

5.4 Clusters’ creation 

The primary data sources for this study are the financial statements and related 

annual reports which have been filed by the selected clubs of the Italian Serie C League. in 

the control group mentioned above for financial periods corresponding to each season 

starting from 2018 to 2022 inclusive. In order to undertake a detailed examination of the 

clubs accounts records, a creation of a robust, homogeneous and stable database of 

accounts represented a critical step.  

 
3The Delfino Pescara 1936 Soccer Club, better known simply as Pescara or with the old name 

Pescara Calcio 1936, has been included in the survey, despite having played in Serie B from 2018 to 2021, 

for its positive sporting results. 
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The reported accounting data has been “smoothed” by a two stage process. First, 

in some cases data were not fully available and/or some accounts are missing. In a second 

stage, from the notes to the accounts it was quite evident that the financial data reported 

does not provide valid comparative data either for the same club between seasons or with 

other clubs. These cases have been identified. 

To reduce the proportion of such inconsistencies, it is assumed to exclude from 

the survey those clubs with incomplete or missing data (stage process 1) considering for 

the analysis only those clubs which close their financial statements on 31/6, thus excluding 

those closing their financial statements on 31/12. This because of a majority of football 

clubs to close their statements on June.  

The sample for the present survey therefore results of 15 teams (25% of the total 

population). Those 15 teams are:  

 

1) Calcio Catania S.p.A. 

2) Feralpisalò 

3) Fermana Football Club S.r.l. 

4) Associazione Sportiva Giana Erminio 

5) Associazione Sportiva Gubbio 1910 

6) Olbia Calcio 1905 S.r.l. 

7) Paganese Calcio 1926 S.r.l. 

8) Delfino Pescara 1936 

9) Piacenza Calcio 1919 S.r.l. 

10) Unione Sportiva Pistoiese 1921 

11) Football Club Pro Vercelli 1892 

12) Associazione Calcio Renate S.r.l. 

13) Fussball Club Südtirol 
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14) Società Sportiva Teramo Calcio S.r.l. 

15) Virtus Francavilla Calcio S.r.l. 

 

These clubs have been organized within three clusters: 

• Historical top clubs 

• Medium clubs 

• Small clubs 

 

They have been defined on the base of the following criteria (table 8): 

 

Table 8: clusters and criteria 

 

6. Ratios Analysis 

 

The selection of the ratios and the modalities through which they have been 

selected is a fundamental step in order to carry out the analysis about each single cluster 

identified and involved in this study. In order to achieve a more precise and detailed work, 

the previous financial statements’ reclassifications have been adopted as a precondition for 

the calculation of these further ratios and for the estimation of some important parameters. 

The main ratios that will be used for the clusters’ analysis in the three years considered 

(2018-2020) are reported in the chart in table 9. 

This structure can provide useful contribution in depicting a 360 degree overview 

of Serie C football clubs’ in terms of:  
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• the profitability and its key drivers;  

• the structure and operating profitability itself (mostly using Return On Invested 

Capital and Financial Leverage); 

• the ability of these firms to create a return of the equity investment (Return On 

Equity); 

• the capability of the clubs to be able to deal with short term operating liabilities 

with short term operating assets (Net Working Capital).  

The upper half of this table is clearly structured with ratios which are commonly 

implemented for about every firm: therefore they cannot provide any further specific detail 

about the peculiarity of a football club and in particular, for a small teams like those 

included in Serie C.  

 

Table 9: Ratios analysis 
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For this reason, the structure of the ratio analysis, has to include also some 

indicators created for this specific case capable to describe the impact of single items 

respectively on the balance sheet or on the income statement. It has been therefore 

underlined also the amount of Net Working Capital from football related activities and this 

will be analyzed also comparing it with the “traditional” NWC.  

Another critical element is the percentage impact of Revenues of Player Trading 

and Costs derived by Player Trading respectively on total revenues and total costs. This 

particular indicator play a peculiar role being capable to show that Serie C clubs don’t 

suffer a huge “dependency” on these income statement’s items when compared to Serie B 

or upper championships clubs.  

As has been evidenced above, the EBITDA analysis is surely one of the most 

important indicator for the description of the wealth of a commercial as well as a football 

club firm. In this case EBITDAs impact of net profit has been considered as an index about 

the more or less financial dependency of these clubs on EBITDAs. In this case the impact 

of both EBITDAs can be capable to confirm or not the effect and consequences of the 

player trading on these clubs.  

Two examples have been mentioned to verify the impact of single typical voices 

that embed costs and revenues in football clubs’ income statements. With the aim to 

accomplish also the control parameters considered to create the three clusters cited above, 

it has been highlighted: 

• the total gate receipts/total revenues  

• the total player benefit expenses/total costs  

• the matchday expenses/total costs.  

 

In case of highly dependency on other items, they will considered in the analysis.  
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In this case the most important items in the balance sheet are always in the left 

side, whilst few typical items could be found in the right-side: so it will be quite normal to 

find just a summary regarding NFOs and Equity.  

In general terms, these ratios and indicators will be used to provide contributions 

to the understanding of the effects of Covid-19 on Serie C Football Clubs’ financial 

statements. Surely they won’t be enough to achieve a fully description of such a complex 

phenomenon but surely some important stimulating indications can emerge from the 

analysis. 

Each club will be analyzed with an individual evaluation of every item (therefore 

not only ratios) that showing a high variability during the 2018-2020 timeframe: each 

cluster will include a case study representative for the entire sample. Therefore the present 

study doesn’t not provide a specific in full analysis for each club because only the case 

study will be described in detail supplementing its balance sheet and income statement. 

 

7. Cluster One: Historical Top Clubs 

 

The first cluster entails four Serie C clubs:  

 

1) Calcio Catania S.p.A. 

2) Delfino Pescara 1936 

3) Piacenza Calcio 1919 S.r.l. 

4) Football Club Pro Vercelli 1892 

 

These teams have been selected mostly based on their number of presences in 

Serie A championship throughout their entire life. This cluster, as already mentioned, is 

composed of clubs showing concrete differences in terms of economic/financial situation. 
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As an example, in the first chapter, it has been cited how Catania Calcio entered into 

bankruptcy in 2021 and for this reason its financial statements were showing, already in 

the timeframe 2018-2020, severe problems.  

The Delfino Pescara shows a completely different situation. This club has been in 

Serie B for the entire period considered and it can be surely considered the “big one” in 

Serie C in 2022 in terms of financial power.  

Pro Vercelli on the other hand, may represent a typical medium/high rating Serie 

C club also considering its financial statements’ data: it has been included in this cluster 

thanks to its 6 presences in Serie A (considering only the years in which Serie A was in a 

single tournament). Piacenza instead, despite its 8 presences in Serie A, could be classified 

as a medium/small team nowadays.  

Under many points of view, one could define these teams as “Fallen Nobles” 

because of in the Italian Serie C Championship they hold a glorious professional past 

history but playing now in a low rate tournament.  

Within this cluster, the case study is represented by Delfino Pescara because this 

club provides an unique opportunity for analyzing a team that has played in Serie B for the 

entire timeframe selected and now playing in Serie C. It is clear enough that the results will 

be very different from the other teams and for this reason, in this cluster, every team will 

be discussed separately from the others.  

 

7.1 Delfino Pescara 

 

The first club analyzed for this cluster is Delfino Pescara. Delfino Pescara is one 

of the biggest team in 2022 Serie C championship. Data reported in its financial statements 

confirm this picture (tables10, 11, 12):  
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Table 10: Delfino Pescara Balance Sheet 

 

Table 11: Delfino Pescara Income Statement 
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Table 12:Delfino Pescara Ratios Analysis 

 

The data related to Delfino Pescara reveal some main peculiarities of this club: 

firstly the dependence of Capital Gains from Player Trading, that represents in the three 

years considered almost half of its total revenues.  

This item allows Pescara to achieve in 2020 and 2018 a positive net profit: this 

circumstance can be considered quite rare for these teams. Also federal contributions are a 

decisive item in its income statement, but the weight of players’ salaries almost 50% of 

total costs surely doesn’t play a secondary role. 

The balance sheet shows that NWC is always negative, while NWC from Football 

related activities is a “puff of air” adopted to provide some contributions in correcting this 

negative trend.  
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The Covid-19 pandemic effect could be highlighted looking at the data between 

2019 and 2020. Indeed, very surprisingly total gate receipts/total revenues has moved from 

4% to 2% with only a rather limited impact on the revenues.  

Moreover it is interesting to notice that ROE and ROIC have been boosted in this 

timeframe thanks to the reduction of costs in 2020 that has brought Net Income and EBIT 

to increase of 200% and 570% in just one year.  

Revenues from gate receipts almost halved in one year (from 1mln to 531.000 in 

2020) and also sponsors and TV income decreased of 30% on average, but on the same 

timeframe costs have been decreased more than proportionally.  

On the balance sheet, on the other hand, NWC has remained negative (-6,4 

millions in 2020) with a huge reduction of NWC from football related activities. In general 

it could be seen how Net Financial Obligations Long Term increases sharply thanks to the 

rise of the financial debts vs Banks.  

So taking into consideration the aggregate data and ratios, one could state that 

Covid-19 has caused a rather limited impact on Pescara Financial Statements leaving the 

general situation in line with the previous years. It is however important to evidence that 

probably some negative effects will reverberates their consequences in the next period 

2021/2022. 

 

7.2 Catania Calcio 

As described above Covid-19 have had a little impact on financial statements of 

Delfino Pescara in the period considered in the present analysis. Catania Calcio represents 

on the contrary a completely different story because Covid-19 pandemic generated severe 

negative impacts for this clubs causing a sort of “coup de grace”. The Catania Calcio 

financial situation was already really difficult, complicated and dramatic even before the 

pandemic as reported in the related financial statements (table 13, 14): 
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Table 13: Catania Calcio Balance Sheet 

 

Table 14: Catania Calcio Income Statement 
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These data show that the negative trend was persistent during the timeframe 

considered and Covid-19 have produced a huge impact on financial statement. Net Loss 

increased of 13% due to a huge reduction in revenues (decrease of 50% between 2019 and 

2020) but also a not proportionate decreasing in costs (only 16%).  

The Covid 19 effect could be respectively reported in the reduction of gate 

receipts (-47% from 2020 and 2019), Income from TV rights and Sponsors (-44% and 

73%) as well as on the total players trading income net of costs from trading (-61%). Yet in 

general these results could provide an hint of the reasons why Catania, during the next year 

has been gone into bankruptcy. This club arrived in 2019 dealing with some already severe 

financial troubles: Net Loss was equal to 7,5mln.  

On the Balance sheet side, these negative results are confirmed in full. NWC was 

deeply negative, showing the incapability of Catania deal with its short-term liabilities: 

also on the right side it can be evidenced how high was the Net Financial Position (equal to 

29 millions in 2020) with negative shareholder’s equity. Ratios are in line with this 

analysis and show an even wider financial disequilibrium of this football club.   

 

7.3 Pro Vercelli 

The balance sheet for Pro Vercelli depicts a linear performance throughout the 

timeframe considered: nonetheless some interesting information emerge from its income 

statement (table 15). 
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Table 15: Pro Vercelli Income Statement 

 

The year 2020 represented a critical moment because in this year Pro Vercelli 

achieved a financial “recovery” from the previous difficult situation in year 2019. In 2020 

costs sharply decreased mostly thanks to the reduction in payroll -50% on average. 

Revenues decreased as well but less than proportionally rather than costs (-22% against -

45%). This trend was also affected by the revenues from player trading that generated in 

2020 2,393 millions. Indeed, EBITDA net of players transfer and registration increased of 

270% in just one year.  

On the contrary, ratios report some particular results that seem unable to confirm 

such trend. This is due to the fact that in 2019 and 2020 every result has been negative 

from EBIT to Net Loss: so it seems that from 2019 to 2020 ROE and ROIC decrease as 

well.  

In conclusion, similarly to Pescara, Covid-19 pandemic has not caused a real 

negative effect on the financial statement of this team in the time period. 
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7.4 Piacenza Calcio 

Piacenza Calcio is the smallest team of the cluster showing however interesting 

data as reported into the balance sheet (table 16): 

 

 

Table 16: Piacenza Calcio Balance Sheet 

 

Indeed, the income statement shows a rather linear trend during the framework 

selected 2018-2020 and this condition is confirmed also by the linear performances of the 

ratios. On the other hand, the balance sheet offers an interesting point of view. During the 

2020 NWC and NFO Long Term reported a huge changes.  

Piacenza during Covid-19 has decided to change its financial structure, 

underwriting more long term debts despite of short term ones. Moreover this trend was 

surely amplified also with the increase of account receivables and an increase of cash and 

cash equivalents.  
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In conclusion, the cluster n. 1 encompasses four clubs having very different 

features and these different features have been translated into a number of data through 

which it can be evidenced how Covid-19 pandemic has impacted in completely different 

ways on their financial statements. These variable performances mainly depends on their 

previous management and financial history which acted as a precondition for the club 

capability to deal with the consequences of the pandemic. In this perspective, these data 

confirm and evidence that the pandemic has exacerbated and amplified the strength and 

weakness in the financial environment of each club. 

 

8. Cluster two: Medium clubs 

 

Cluster two is composed of those Serie C football clubs that are considered on the 

average of the sample considered: for this reason they have been labeled as Medium Clubs.  

These teams have few and scarce presences in the higher Championships even if 

one of them (Pistoiese Calcio) shows one presence in Serie A in its history.  

The combination of this aspect together with other technical parameters drives to 

the composition of the present cluster as follows:  

 

1) Associazione Sportiva Gubbio 1910 

2) Fermana Football Club S.r.l. 

3) Unione Sportiva Pistoiese 1921 

4) Associazione Calcio Renate S.r.l. 

5) Società Sportiva Teramo Calcio S.r.l. 

6) Virtus Francavilla Calcio S.r.l. 
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This cluster is surely less diversified compared to the Historical Top Clubs one: 

nonetheless in the same time it shows its own peculiarities. Teramo Calcio has data and 

values relatively higher than the other team: Gubbio, Renate, Pistoiese, Fermana and 

Virtus Francavilla have similar data.  

 

8.1 Società Sportiva Teramo Calcio 

Teramo Calcio suffered severe consequences from Covid-19 pandemic. Yet this 

club presented many financial troubles even in 2018 and 2019. During 2020 the situation 

sharply worsened as evidenced in the income statement (table 17):  

 

 

Table 17: Teramo Calcio Income Statement 

 

The income statement shows the level of the increases in costs during 2020. This 

could be considered as a rather paradoxical condition considering the blocking of the 

activities occurred in the time period. The most interesting item could be surely the 
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players’ salaries that registered an increase of 60%. The same year revenues increased only 

of 18% making impossible to deal with the parallel rising of costs. Player trading also 

suffered negative results with a decrease from 2020 and 2019 of 96%.  

As already mentioned, the financial situation for Teramo Calcio was very difficult 

already in 2018: this club in two years has been able to increase their revenues by only 

0,3% and at the same time to increase costs of 69% with a total net loss that started in 2018 

with 589.600€ moving towards a -4.125.000€. From the analysis of these data, one could 

conclude that without a turnaround or without some external support, Teramo Calcio has 

scarce or no possibility to recover.  

Also an overview of the dynamics described by the balance sheet (table 18) 

evidences increases in the debt level with increases in the short term liabilities that pushes 

NWC to move from a negative 449.500€ to a negative 835.500€. Moreover this condition 

has been accompanied by a decrease in NWC from football related activity. 

 

 

Table 18 : Teramo Calcio Balance Sheet 
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8.2 The other sub-cluster teams 

As a preliminary example of the dynamics this sub-cluster, some data about 

Fermana F. C. are reported in the following tables.  

 

 

Table 19: Fermana Balance Sheet 

 

Table 20: Fermana Income Statement 
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Fermana’s revenues are boosted mostly by sponsors and capital gains and this 

condition puts this team in a situation in which it is consequently more dependent on the 

income from these items. This means that with Covid-19 pandemic, if sponsors decide to 

reduce support, Fermana will be surely most affected than other clubs. In 2020, the 

reduction of just 2,9% of income from sponsors affected the whole income statement 

bringing the net profit to pass from 92.800€ in 2019 to a loss of 33.300€ in 2020.  

This negative trend is also showed by the ratios; ROE moved from 0,78 in 2019 to 

-0,23 and ROIC from a 2,58 to -0,10. Differently from the teams in the Historical Top 

Clubs cluster, Fermana did not reduce costs, indeed they increased by almost 10% from 

2019 to 2020.  

From a balance sheet point of view, NWCs and NFO have registered a huge 

change during 2019 and 2020. The amount of account receivables increased sharply and a 

short term financial debts rise affected the change in NFO. Moreover during 2020 players’ 

rights registered a huge increase at the expenses of the homegrown players capitalized 

costs, meaning that a substantial number of young players moved directly to the first team.  

Gubbio, Renate, Virtus Francavilla and Pistoiese show similar trends. Virtus 

Francavilla however had in 2020 the best results of these four teams with a Net Profit of 

380.100€ (moving from a net loss of -381.500€). This positive result was mostly due to the 

impact of Capital Gains from players’ transfers (from 30.000€ to 1.170.000€ between 2019 

and 2020): for this reason this club has been able to better deal with the impact of closings 

and reduction of revenues from matchday caused by Covid-19 (table 21).  
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Table 21: Virtus Francavilla Income Statement 

 

Pistoiese registered a rather linear trend during the period considered. Net profit 

remained stable mostly between 2019 and 2020, EBITDAs registered a physiological 

decline but remaining sustainable and in particular income from sponsors have had the 

most severe decrease regarding total revenues (-29%). In the balance sheet and looking at 

the ratio analysis this linear behavior is fully confirmed (table 22). 
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Table 22: Pistoiese Balance Sheet 

 

Also the ratio analysis confirms such average stability: ROE and ROIC moved 

only by 0,3% and 0,5%. Profit Margin and Asset Turnover remained almost the same as 

well.  

The trends of Gubbio Calcio are similar to those of Pistoiese and Virtus 

Francavilla. Likewise to Virtus Francavilla, this club has been able to generate better 

results in 2020 rather than in 2018 and 2019. In this case the ratio analysis provides 

interesting contributions for the understanding of the financial situation of this football 

club (table 23). 
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Table 23: Ratio analysis for GubbioCalcio 

 

ROE and ROIC have been rising during the Covid-19 Pandemic from a negative 

starting point in 2019. Notwithstanding these data, Covid has however impacted negatively 

on Gubbio Calcio financial statements, more precisely on the balance sheet. Furthermore 

NWC got worse reaching -443.000€ from -400.000€ in 2019, while, thanks to the increase 

in Cash and cash equivalents, total NFO touched -48.200€ in 2020.  

Finally, Renate Calcio obtained positive results as well despite the pandemic 

(table 24): 
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Table 24: Renate Calcio Income Statement 

 

Notwithstanding some positive trends the club reported about revenues between 

2018 and 2019, in 2020 this club reported however a decrease in revenues mostly due to 

the gate receipts. On the other hand Renate’s management worked efficiently in order to 

compensate the decreasing costs more proportionally than the decrease in revenues. 

Maintaining more or less stable the total players’ transfers net of costs, the final result 

brought Renate Calcio to move from a net loss of 37.500€ in 2019 to a net profit of 8.900 

in 2020.  

In conclusion, this cluster encompasses some clubs that, in financial terms, could 

be placed on the average of the total clubs in Serie C championship during 2022. However 

economic and financial data evidence different performances for every single club of the 

cluster. Covid 19 has caused of number of consequences with a certain variability in their 

impact and course. Teramo Calcio suffered major damages caused by the pandemic, but, as 

already mentioned above, this club was in financial troubles already since 2018.  
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Fermana Calcio reported a decrease in performance too due to the pandemic but 

with more limited resonance than Teramo Calcio. Likewise to Teramo, this condition 

resulted from the inability of the management to reduce costs, also considering the 

physiological drop of revenues.  

On the other hand, Gubbio, Renate and Virtus Francavilla reported better 

performances than 2019. Virtus Francavilla indeed was able to reach those results thanks to 

capital gains from players’ transfer while Gubbio and Renate in reducing costs more 

proportionally to the decrease of revenues.  

Finally Pistoiese, has been able to limit the financial consequences of the 

pandemic, obtaining results in line with the years before.  

With these considerations in mind, one could conclude that probably the only 

team in the cluster requiring concrete financial intervention is Teramo. During the current 

year (2022) Teramo Calcio still have huge economic problems: at present Teramo’s 

president, Davide Ciaccia is now looking for investors in order to find financial support 

and to solve this situation. Mr Ciaccia has also launched an appeal to the 'economic actors' 

of the territory of this city to join the project Teramo Calcio including that he will assure 

the subscription of Teramo to the next year championship. Considering the raw numbers, 

without new fundings, the president's project could be at a serious 

risk.(https://www.emmelle.it/2022/04/24/video-ciaccia-garantisco-il-futuro-del-teramo-

aspetto-spinelli-e-guidi-se-vuole-resta/).   

 

9 Cluster three: Small Clubs 

 

This cluster includes those clubs characterized by few subscriptions revenues (on 

average less than 30.000€), no presences in Serie A and small-sized stadium. These clubs 

are also located in small cities in terms of population number.  

https://www.emmelle.it/2022/04/24/video-ciaccia-garantisco-il-futuro-del-teramo-aspetto-spinelli-e-guidi-se-vuole-resta/
https://www.emmelle.it/2022/04/24/video-ciaccia-garantisco-il-futuro-del-teramo-aspetto-spinelli-e-guidi-se-vuole-resta/
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The teams selected for this cluster are as follows:  

1) Feralpisalò 

2) Associazione Sportiva Giana Erminio 

3) Olbia Calcio 1905 S.r.l. 

4) Paganese Calcio 1926 S.r.l. 

5) Fussball Club Südtirol 

 

After a first data analysis, it has been possible to divide this cluster could be into 

two sub-groups. The former includes those clubs which have improved the quality of the 

financial performances (Feralpisalò and Fussball Club Südtirol) while the latter gathers 

those teams which showed greater difficulty in dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic (Giana 

Erminio, Olbia and Paganese).  

In the sub-cluster 1, Sudtirol has performed better results and performances: this 

club has registered a substantial increase in revenues between 2019 and 2020 (tables 25, 

26). 

 

Table 25: Fussball Club Südtirol Balance Sheet 
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Table 26: Fussball Club Südtirol Income Statement 

 

This positive trend was also boosted by a huge increase in revenues from player 

trading (+140% between 2020 and 2019) and through a substantial stability of costs. It is 

worth noticing on the other hand that Short Term Liabilities noticeably increased in 2020 

(moving from 317.100€ to 876.500€ in 2020). Also total Net Financial Position long term 

registered a huge increase between 2019 and 2020 (from 31.500€ in 2019 to 199.800€ in 

2020).  

Feralpisalò has been able to obtain better results in 2020 than in 2019 as 

evidenced in the income statement (table 27):  
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Table 27: Feralpisalò Income Statement 

 

Income from gate receipts halved in just one year due to Covid-19 but, thanks to 

the high dependency degree from sponsors and its stabilization in 2020, the effect of Covid 

pandemic has been more or less restrained. Even if, capital gains from players’ transfer has 

decreased deeply and costs on the other hand rose, Feralpisalò EBITDA net of players 

transfer and Net income increased.  

The sub-cluster 2, composed of Giana Erminio, Olbia and Paganese, on the 

contrary is connoted by the diffused presence of negative results and data in the time 

period considered with the worst financial results between 2018 and 2020, when compared 

to the other sub-cluster teams, which has been achieved by Olbia Calcio (table 28).  
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Table 28: Olbia Calcio Income Statement 

 

The income statement highlights that EBITDA net of players transfer between 

2018 and 2020 decreased for 74% mostly due to the huge reduction on Income from player 

trading net of costs (-67%). The effect of Covid 19 pandemic is mainly focused in the 

reduction of revenues (lead by the decreasing between 2019 and 2020 in Income from gate 

receipts, sponsors and commercials) as well as in the abatement of costs which however 

are not able to compensate the reduction of revenues. In the balance sheet, NWC remained 

negative for the whole period but between 2019 and 2020 a huge reduction of Short Term 

Liabilities (moving from 1.500.000€ in 2019 to 541.000€ in 2020) can be reported.  

Negative results between 2018 and 2020 were suffered by Paganese Calcio, but 

unlike Olbia Calcio, this club was not able to cut its short term liabilities (table 29). 
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Table 29: Paganese Calcio Balance Sheet 

 

Even if NWC from football related activities performed better results (from 

385.300€ in 2018 versus 571.700€ in 2020), Short Term Liabilities have registered a 

terrific increase in 2020, moving from 919.000€ in 2019 to 1.333.200 in 2020. It is 

important to evidence these data because they contribute in understanding that how risky 

and dangerous short term liabilities can be during the Covid-19 pandemic: they probably 

could have in the next future a disruptive effect in Serie C clubs financial statements.  

A huge increase in this item between 2019 and 2020 could act as a sort “alarm 

bell” or “red alert” for a football club possibilities to maintain its financial stability. 

Moreover Paganese deeply suffered the impact of Covid-19 in the first half of 2020 mostly 

after the decrease in both of Sponsors and Federal Contributions.  

Paganese Calcio has been selected in this review as a case to be put under the 

“magnifying glass” because it may provides some useful indications about the potential 

possibilities and capabilities of the club to positively deal with such issues. Maybe it is not 

useless to remind that in 2021, as a clear symptom of this situation, Paganese has been 

subscribed in Serie C very shortly before the beginning of the season.  
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Co.Vi.Soc. has highlighted a series of problems regarding the payment of players' 

contributions and the generally weak economic condition of this club, which could have 

prevented this club to fully met the requirements set by the federation as described at the 

beginning of this chapter). (http://www.primativvu.it/serie-c-esclusioni-ripescaggi-

riammissioni-27-luglio-2021/) (table 30). 

 

 

Table 30: Paganese Calcio Income Statement 

 

Even Giana Erminio reported downward trend in the period 2018-2020. These 

negative situation is evidenced also by examining some ratios as ROE that started with a 

incredibly negative 14,6 reaching -23,45 in 2020. These rather dramatic data are confirmed 

also from the variation of EBITDA in 3 years -26% between 2018 and 2020 but also the 

Net Loss that reached more than 1 million with an increase of 19% in 2018 (-859.000€). 

Covid 19 pandemic effect could be also “diagnosed “ looking at the negative variations 

between 2019 and 2020 of income from stadium and commercials (-46% and -27% 

http://www.primativvu.it/serie-c-esclusioni-ripescaggi-riammissioni-27-luglio-2021/
http://www.primativvu.it/serie-c-esclusioni-ripescaggi-riammissioni-27-luglio-2021/
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respectively). In the balance sheet this negative trend is confirmed with a worsening of 

NWC in the timeframe considered (table31). 

 

Table 31: Giana Erminio Income Statement 

 

In conclusion, a review of data and information about this cluster may evidence 

many similarities with the dynamics which characterize also the other two clusters. 

Nonetheless some peculiar specific differences could be identified. 

Of course, in every cluster each club has dealt quite differently from each other to 

the Covid-19 effects, as reported in each financial statements, thanks to the action of a 

number of management and financial variables as well as different economic past history. 

Even if the most common effect of Covid 19 has been mostly embodied by a remarkable 

cuts in revenues (non matches, no revenues), some clubs have shown better management 

capabilities in dealing with the peculiar issues generated by the situation (such as Sudtirol): 

the increase of short term debt could however modify the scenario very rapidly. Other 
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clubs suffered a deeper impact from Covid-19 due to the implications the pandemic 

provoked in economic, financial and social terms. 

The common feature in this cluster surely is represented by the general financial 

instability during the timeframe considered as well as the diffused weakness of these clubs 

to deal with the short-medium (not to say long) term implications of the pandemic with 

their own resources and strength. Considering also that this weakness finds its foundation 

in a time period placed well before the Covid-19 crisis, probably without a support from 

the “above” of any kind these clubs will face some very difficult seasons in the near future.  

 

10. Discussion and concluding comments 

 

The research presented in this paper was aimed to the understanding of the action 

of an unpredictable and unexpected event of a very peculiar nature such as the Covid 19 

pandemic on a particular business sector: the Italian Serie C League, one of the lowest 

level in the professional football league system.  

The sudden breakout of the pandemic due to the COVID-19 impacted almost 

everything around the football world, posing severe and concrete both financial and 

reputational threats. The football world was already facing economic disturbances during 

2019, but the sudden breakout converted the economic disturbances into an economic 

disaster above all for small clubs. 

While those at the top of the football chain may be able to ride out the financial 

effects of the coronavirus pandemic, clubs and players down the Italian Professional 

Football Leagues and below are preparing for seismic changes to both the sport and the 

livelihoods of those who rely on it. 

The limited dimension of the target groups and the procedures adopted in this 

survey as well as the limited reference timeframe in this study, surely do not allow rigorous 
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conclusions to be extended and generalized to a wider scenario. These considerations 

require further investigations and validations according to more rigorous procedures. This 

survey however offered the occasion to think about the modalities through which these 

peculiar business entities have somewhat managed (being more or less prepared for) such a 

long-term disturbance. The peculiarity of such enterprises is essentially focused on the fact 

that the crisis and the risk of collapse of these clubs may involve significant implications 

upon the economic and social life of many towns and small cities in Italy being these teams 

deeply linked to local communities and economies.  

The financial performance of football clubs thus becomes an essential element to 

ensure the solvency and viability of the club over time. It may become also the main 

concern that affects any club, where the importance of control will surely increase in the 

new post-COVID scenario, which will cause major financial performance problems for 

clubs after large drops in economic results. 

An extremely difficult financial situation is likely to be a common trait among the 

clubs encompassed in the clusters considered in the present survey after suffering declines 

in their financial performance, declaring losses due to poor performance. 

The present analysis is therefore directed to turn a spotlight in particular on a 

sector that very rarely rises to the fore of the media and, the public perception about these 

issues is therefore rather poor because the attention has turned straight to the Serie A and 

Serie B championships. For these Leagues, billions of euros in TV income have been 

surely at stake during the most acute moments of the pandemic (and they will be at risk 

again in case of eventual new acute health emergencies may emerge in the foreseeable 

future). Nonetheless they can survive with behind-closed-doors matches beamed 

worldwide while lower league clubs need the physical presence of their supporters.  

No matches, no revenues: it evidences how the Italian Serie C football teams 

highly rely on matchday revenues. Football stadiums without fans could be a potential 
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fixture for the foreseeable future, due to the coronavirus mutations. That could be a further 

headache for smaller Italian clubs, who mainly rely on ticket sales for revenue. While those 

at the top of the football chain may be able to ride out the storm, the financial effects of the 

pandemic are thus starker for those below the Serie A.  

As evidenced by the data shown in this study, weaker revenues have severe 

impact both on bigger and smaller Serie C teams considered in the sample. So far, so 

obvious because this interrelation can be intuitively inferred. Yet the analysis of the 

financial data carried out in this study not only confirms such statements but also it 

highlights how, for a large number of the clubs involved in the survey, severe financial 

troubles before 2019 suddenly turned into the worst financial crisis they have faced. 

Football can't survive for too long without supporters, with no fans on the terraces 

and this is a critical problem for these small clubs also considering that, among the effects 

of a long pandemic, also the tendency of the public to go to the stadium could have 

changed, as happened in other sectors connected to the show business. 

Moreover this study has demonstrated the impact also of income from Federations 

for each team considered. Figure 4 depicts how much Serie C clubs rely on these kind on 

Revenues. As it could be seen data regarding this particular income statement’s item varies 

between 10% and 60% of total revenues. This means that clubs that rely more on it have 

less sources of revenues than others and this could have a peculiar effect. On one hand it 

means that with Covid-19 closings teams particularly dependent on income from 

federations could survive mainly with a continuity of these supports. On the other hand 

clubs that do not have high percentages of this income on total revenues could suffer even 

more from Covid-19 pandemic effects due to the dependence from the other revenues’ 

items (for example: sponsors, matchday subscriptions, etc.). 
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Figure 4 

 

The severe financial distress resulting from the analysis of these data stimulates 

further considerations. With so many debts and so little revenues there is not really a queue 

of people willing to buy football clubs or invest massively in such business for an eventual 

financial recovery. Similarly, capital markets, banks, are unlikely be very motivated to lend 

money to football clubs of these sizes.   

In addition, sports competitiveness can be seriously affected by the losses suffered 

by the club, which could make it impossible to attract talent in players, as well as make it 

difficult to plan new investments in infrastructures. 

As mentioned above, the aim of the present study is essentially to turn a spotlight, 

but it absolutely shone the light on the fragility of football's finances of the Italian Serie C 

clubs also considering all the economic/financial issues in the lower leagues have only 

been magnified by the coronavirus outbreak. 

This structural fragility can be evidenced by the data regarding the financial 

sustainability of Serie C clubs through some considerations related to an analysis of the 
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EBIT/Total Revenues ratio (also called Operating Margin). This approach involves an 

evaluation of the sustainability considering only the "upper part" of the Income Statement, 

not including the payment of interest and taxes. The analysis has been implemented 

following the arrangement made so far into three clusters. EBIT/Revenues or operating 

margin is an important measure of a company's overall profitability from operations being 

the ratio of operating profits to the revenue of a company or business segment. Expressed 

as a percentage, the operating margin shows the amount of revenue from operations 

created by each euro of sales after accounting for the direct costs involved in earning those 

revenue. If these percentages are very low or even negative, the operational activity is 

unable to be efficient in production: therefore it tends to decrease the economic 

sustainability of the company, especially if it is perpetrated over time (table 32). 

 

 

Table 32: Operating Margin Analysis 

 

As can be observed in the table concerning the analysis of the operating margin, 

these results confirm a widespread instability in terms of economic sustainability. In 
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cluster 1 (Historical Top Clubs) 4 out of 5 teams reveal negative operating margins for at 

least two years (3 out of 5 when considering a time period of three years). Pescara is the 

only club having a slightly more positive situation than the others. As already mentioned, 

Pescara is a peculiar case because this team played in Serie B in the three years considered 

being relegated to Serie C in the 2021/2022 championship. Pescara is likely to show better 

management performances in 2020 thanks to the relevant impact of capital gains from 

players’ trading, which is rather uncommon in the sample considered. Finally, the negative 

229.80% value for Catania Calcio could be useful in order to anticipate what will then 

happen: the bankruptcy of the club 

Cluster 2, on the other hand, as reported in the individual balance sheet analysis, 

is likely to show more stable data with the exception of Teramo Calcio which, as already 

cited, has recently suffered problems in registering for the championship. However, the 

sustainability “issue” still remains open. Apart from Virtus Francavilla which, also in this 

case thanks to a positive management of capital gains from players’ trading, no club in the 

cluster seem to be sound enough to cope with future closures or Covid waves (Operating 

Margin < 5%).  

Cluster 3 reveal trends and results comparable to Cluster 1. 

Furthermore, this negative trend could also be amplified by a forecast regarding 

revenue components. The vulnerability in revenues to potential further new waves of 

Covid 19 pandemic or new closures and lockdowns highly depends on two critical items: 

stadium revenues (tickets and season tickets) and revenues from sponsorship. In this 

uncertain scenario, sponsors may be not incline to sign new contracts of greater or equal 

volume compared to those before the pandemic. Considering also a general reduction in 

the numbers of spectators on the stands, the risk of a limited visibility may push sponsors 

to find different investments strategies. 
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The impacts of these two items on total revenues divided by cluster are shown in 

Figures 5, 6, 7. 

 

Figure 5 

 

 

Figure 6 
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Figure 7 

 

The percentages shown in this table, point out a fluctuation from a minimum of 

14.84% to a maximum of 82.41% (excluding Pescara due to its capital gains). This implies 

that these clubs receive a major part of the revenues deriving from these two items. On the 

other hand, more emphasis on these items implies that the corresponding risk of worsening 

economic sustainability may grow. It means that, being the capital gains frequently not so 

significant, in the future the survival of these teams could depend even more on the 

revenues deriving from the F.I.G.C. or government subsidies. If these trends are confirmed, 

this dependence could even further increase in the near future. The effects of this form of 

subsidies may be controversial (Public funding vs entrepreneurial responsibility) with the 

risk of not promoting improvements in corporate financial performance, of stimulating a 

rent-seeking behavior of clubs and moral hazards. The subsidy issue looks like a real 

“minefield” and cannot be discussed here. Nonetheless, the problem of maintaining 

financial viability above all for teams located in weak-drawing markets remains a major 

one for football professional leagues. As evidenced from the table above, many clubs 

clearly operate on the border between viability and non-viability and their survival may 

depend on explicit or implicit public subsidies: beyond the financial implications, the risk 
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of a diffused collapse of these clubs with a domino effect would not be without significant 

social costs. 

In conclusion, since revenues will tend to decrease in case of new closures, also 

costs will follow the same trend. This correlation may explain just a fraction of this 

phenomenon but it will contribute to limit the damage in terms of sustainability.  

Another critical topic is related to the impact of players' salaries on total costs 

(figure 8): 

 

 

Figure 8 

 

This table provides a general overview of the costs for the wages of the players 

which represent on average about 30% of the total costs. Establishing the more or less 

appropriateness of this value is a rather difficult and complex task but the sport 

competitiveness of a football team highly depends on this kind of investments. But if 

revenues decrease, salaries should decrease as well. This means that if all the teams were 

equally impacted by the Covid 19 pandemic, one could think that salaries would decrease 

accordingly without influencing the competitiveness of the championship. This is a static 
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theory. But in the real dynamic world, the actual factor that “makes the difference” is the 

different financial/economic situation in which each team faced the pandemic at its 

beginning in 2020. Therefore the different starting financial conditions highly contributed 

in determining those different management performances. An eventual polarization in this 

field together with future increase pushes in "monopolistic" pressures (from a sporting 

point of view), will accentuate those differences in the squad compositions were already in 

action well before the pandemic. 

Finding a correlation between one club’s history/size/non economic factors and 

financial performances could a rather misleading task because of the action an extremely 

wide range of variables and factors. Yet one could state that big clubs (and in this case also 

considering historical top clubs) could suffer not only for their bigger and heavier financial 

structure and needs but also due to their “trademark” and fame. On the other hand small 

teams in Cluster 3 have a limited capability to be self-sufficient being linked to a more 

restricted scenario, less resources and weaker financial structure. Clubs in Cluster 2, except 

for Teramo Calcio, are likely to show more stable trends showing also better capabilities in 

managing their short term operating structure, but always considering a structural risk of 

future financial instability due to Covid-19 Pandemic effects.  

Looking at these tables and sheets, one concluding question may arise: why are 

things so bad and how did it get to this stage? A first possible reply could be that it has 

been that bad for at least 10 years making this crisis probably the biggest ever challenge to 

professional football in Italy as a whole.  

The upheaval caused by the spread of COVID-19 is having a devastating effect on 

small clubs and the data presented in this survey are alarming. They suggest the economic 

fallout from COVID-19 is (and will get) worse for small clubs and their employees before 

it gets better. Furthermore the results suggest that the pandemic had already caused 

massive financial distress among these teamsrather immediately after its onset. Together 
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with the widespread financial fragility of many clubs included in the survey, these results 

also highlight a considerable heterogeneity inside the clusters in how these clubs are 

sensitive to the crisis. 

Taking into consideration that also the crisis duration and its fluctuations in terms 

of intensity peaks play a central role in the total potential impact, the longer-term 

repercussions of the pandemic have been however laid bare and clubs lower down the 

pyramid have to be extremely proactive and think up innovative ways to keep up some 

level of cash flow. 

In conclusion, it is important to remind that Covid 19 pandemic has moved so far 

along different waves according to different virus mutations, creating a highly uncertain 

scenario (further aggravated by the ongoing war in Ukraine) whose impacts and 

implications are still largely unknown in the mid-long run.  

Doing business in these risky and uncertain times with a not yet definitively 

solved pandemic and the implications of a war, is not an easy task in particular for small 

football clubs which had to lower down on their cost or to take additional debts or declare 

bankruptcy. Doing business in these risky and uncertain times with a not yet definitively 

solved pandemic and the implications of a war, is not an easy task in particular for these 

clubs. They are likely to be rather structurally more vulnerable to crises: however little is 

still known about how they have dealt (and are still dealing) during long crisis as the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

The present study, having in mind the methodological precautions mentioned 

above, thus offered the opportunity to evaluate business trends, logics and dynamics 

occurring in a peculiar and specific economic environment subjected to a severe stress in 

terms of the losses generated, and in the generation of income organically through the 

activity offootball and related activities. 
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In particular it has been aimed to provide some contributes to the understanding of 

the economic impact of Covid-19 on the Italian Serie C Championship to be considered as 

a real “small business ecosystem”. 

During the timeframe considered in the present analysis, Covid-19 pandemic and 

its consequences appeared as an extraordinary event for which no operative remedy of any 

kind (financial, technical, managerial) had been prepared nor was it possible to arrange at 

that time quick responses to a similar event. Therefore one further result that may emerge 

from this study consists in having focused on some situations that can be considered as 

examples, bad/good practices that may perhaps be useful as lessons for dealing with any 

similar stressful financial situations in the future. 
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ANNEXES: clubs’ balance sheets and income statements – own 

reformulation 

 

Calcio Catania S.p.A. 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Feralpisalò 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Fermana F.C. s.r.l. 

 

Balance sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Associazione Sportiva Giana Erminio 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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A.S.Gubbio 1910 

 

Balance sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Olbia Calcio 1905 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Paganese Calcio 1926 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Delfino Pescara 1936 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Piacenza Calcio 1919 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Unione Sportiva Pistoiese 1921 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Football Club Pro Vercelli 1892 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Associazione Calcio Renate 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Fussball Club Sudtirol 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Società Sportiva Teramo Calcio 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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Virtus Francavilla Calcio 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

Income Statement 
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No matches, no revenues: the financial 

impact of Covid-19 on the Italian Serie C 

Football Clubs 

 

Summary 

 

1. Aims and Scope 

The Covid-19 pandemic has created an highly uncertain scenario (further aggravated by the 

ongoing war in Ukraine) whose impacts and implications are still largely unknown in the medium-

long run. Dramatic consequences in human, social and health data are accompanied by severe 

impacts in production and business terms: the global football industry is no exception. The football 

industry at world level is presently dealing with many interrelated dimensions and several 

questions: how to effectively and efficiently back up and running competitions with the risk of 

eventual new surge in infections? How to define, design and implement extensive global health and 

safety standards capable to guarantee an adequate degree of predictability and stability? How to 

manage and ensure the return of fans to stadiums as an essential step for a sector restoring with the 

risk of future lockdowns? 

These questions hide concrete challenge for the football industry as a whole but it is maybe 

something more than a challenge for the football lower leagues’ clubs which are in general more 

financial fragile and more vulnerable to external market shocks: it's a question of survival. Major 

attention of the general public, research and media in Italy has been biased on the Serie A teams 

indeed, and perhaps little attention has been paid to what occurred, during the years of the 

pandemic, to the football clubs in the lower leagues.  

The research presented in this paper was aimed to the understanding of the action of an 

unpredictable and unexpected event of a very peculiar nature such as the Covid 19 
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pandemic on a particular business sector: the Italian Serie C League clubs, one of the 

lowest level in the professional football league system. This League highly suffered the 

consequences for Covid-19 during the period 2020/2021 making the future prospects of the teams 

involved extremely uncertain: their current weakness makes them particularly fragile in case of an 

eventual future new aggravation of the pandemic.  

 

2. The legal framework 

Since 1981, with Act no. 91 (“rules on relations between clubs and professional 

sportsmen”) a specific legal framework sets the discipline of professional sports clubs 

regulating the relationships between companies and professional (sports) workers. It 

establishes that the performance for consideration of the professional sportsman is 

subjected to a subordinate employment relationship: it deals also with the form and 

organization of professional clubs. The express identification of the types of companies 

that can be used to exercise sporting activity in general, and football in particular, at a 

professional level are followed by some provisions which, by derogating from the common 

company regulations, render the football clubs companies under special law rather than 

"anomalous" enterprises.  

During the years, the further evolution of the operative scenario was re-oriented in the 

light of the sentence of the Court of Justice of the European Communities of 1995, the so-

called Bosman judgment which inspired the Act no. 586/1996,in order to allow the football 

companies to acquire financial resources and risk capital from the market. Moreover the 

introduction in September 2009 of the rules on the so-called “financial fair play” drove to 

the adoption of stricter discipline, rationality and responsibility, in the financial 

management of football clubs (even if this discipline is mainly applied to medium/big 

clubs rather to Serie C teams). 
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In addition to the common corporate discipline and the Italian civil law, professional 

football clubs are subject to the regulations of the Italian Football Federation (F.I.G.C.). 

Clubs must be affiliated to F.I.G.C. to participate in sports competitions and therefore to 

carry out their social activity. Therefore, federal norms and regulations are supplementary 

to the corporate discipline.  

The statute of the F.I.G.C. and the Internal Organizational Rules of the Federation 

(N.O.I.F.) define also a series of norms and obligations for the affiliated clubs intended 

which determine forms of control over these clubs. Football clubs’ financial statements are 

subjected to the controls and related provisions of the F.I.G.C. This control and the related 

inspection activities are undertaken by Co.Vi.So.C. (Supervisory Commission on 

Professional Football Clubs), a F.I.G.C. technical body. The Football clubs’ financial 

statements form and structure are comparable and similar to every other commercial firm. 

Nonetheless, the peculiar characteristics of sporting activity, the competitive environment 

in which they operate, the particular pyramidal mechanisms within the operative context 

where public/private bodies exert a supervision on football clubs as well as the socio-

economic dynamics of a local environment for the Serie C clubs, determine the emergence 

of a completely original business model. 

This peculiar business environment shows relevant implications according many 

points of view because football clubs are subject to a double faceted legal, financial and 

control scenario which affects also those norms and regulations related to the financial 

statements. The football business in Italy is thus under the action of two interconnected but 

separated (and well distinct) levels: 

• The legal level resulting from the Italian and international civil law and its 

accounting standards (OIC, IAS/IFRS)  
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• The “sporting” level resulting from the Italian (FIGC, CONI, etc.) and the 

European sport associations’ rules (UEFA, FIFA, etc.) which are developed to 

guarantee the regular professional activity.  

 

Additional elements are becoming a critical part of sustainable managerial strategies at 

global level such as the recent changes in corporate governance aimed to improve the 

disclosure reporting among stakeholders and corporate social responsibility 

(CSR).Similarly, within this context, the Financial fair play (FFP) introduced by UEFA in 

2009 to improve the overall financial health of European football clubs (to prevent them 

from spending more than they earn in revenues thus preventing clubs from getting into 

financial trouble that could affect their long-term survival) is playing a relevant role. 

This legal framework acted as a critical tool to render professional football clubs real 

business enterprises like any other company with the same economic, financial and equity 

dynamics. However, the particular characteristics of sporting activity, the competitive 

environment in which they operate, the socio-economic dynamics of a local environment 

for the Serie C clubs, determine the emergence of a completely original business model.  

 

3. The business model analysis 

The football business shows some peculiar features because even if sharing almost the 

same level of costs of any other commercial/financial sector, a football club detains certain 

peculiarities in the relations between profits and the concept of “result”. Achieving positive 

results on the playground and in the financial statements is not always the same. High 

investments with the aim to achieve results in the matches may scale up becoming losses 

being frequently unable to repay the initial costs. This boomerang effect is often caused by 

among others some elements: 

• high fixed costs (stadium, player’s salaries, staff, etc.)  
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• high volatility in revenues (for instance number of subscriptions, tickets and season 

tickets can vary year by year or, after relegation the lower football league, 

availability of less contributions, etc.). 

 

This leads very often to financial distress, inflating large amount of debt (frequently 

short term) and risk of dealing with huge losses in the short-medium run.  

Given the multilevel implications and the magnitude of the football game phenomenon, 

special emphasis should be paid upon the economic and financial grounds of companies’ 

reports under a sort of global/international perspective.  

 

Some key-issues can be placed at the base of this approach: 

 

• the growth of the football clubs’ revenues;  

• the transfer fees paid by football clubs to recruit new players which have increased 

significantly over the past few years;  

• the need to overcoming the comparability problems of European firms’ financial 

statements. 

 

These issues clearly evidence that football business has reached in these recent years a 

global scale with a high degree of interconnection among clubs at international level. This 

is the reason why EU has launched over the years a harmonization, convergence and 

standardization process which aims to reduce the differences in accounting practices by 

issuing specific directives. The stage of standardization was initiated to further adopt 

appropriate acts to improve the comparability of listed companies’ financial statements.  
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The presence of two different and distinct dimensions (OIC and IAS/IFRS) under 

which football business in subjected in Italy doesn’t imply that each clubs has to redact 

two different financial statements. Nonetheless F.I.G.C. has developed two tools: 

 

• the Accounting Recommendations (Raccomandazioni Contabili);  

• the Unified Chart of Accounts (Piano dei Conti Unificato).  

 

These tools are directed to improve accounting harmonization and transparency in 

football business as well as the convergence of the budgeting process of the Italian football 

clubs. They provide detailed information and instructions for a correct balance sheet or 

income statement arrangement: each item and field are clearly identified and linked to the 

appropriate class.  

 

4. Analytical approach  

Serie C involves 60 teams, privately associated and affiliated with the Italian Football 

Federation (F.I.G.C.), engaging professional players. The championship is divided into 

three distinct group stages on a geographical basis made up of 20 teams each. 

The present survey is based on data referred to a sample of 15 football clubs in the 

Italian Serie C Championship collected for the periods involving the seasons 2018-2019, 

2019-2020 and 2020-2021. 

The primary data sources for this study are the financial statements and related 

annual reports which have been filed by the selected clubs of the Italian Serie C League. 

The reported accounting data has been “smoothed” by a two stage process. First, in some 

cases data in the annual reports were not fully available and/or some accounts are missing. 

In a second stage, it was quite evident that the financial data reported does not provide 

valid comparative data either for the same club between seasons or with other clubs.  
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To reduce the proportion of such inconsistencies, it is assumed to exclude from the 

survey those clubs with incomplete or missing data considering for the analysis only those 

clubs which close their financial statements on 31/06, thus excluding those closing their 

financial statements on 31/12. This because of a majority of Italian Serie C clubs to close 

their statements on June. Moreover it has been decided to consider only teams that have 

been played in Serie C in the timeframe considered in the analysis, 2018-2020, with the 

only exception of Delfino Pescara. This team was included in order to analyze a 2022 Serie 

C club that were in Serie B for the whole timeframe.  

The sample for the present survey therefore results of 15 teams (25% of the total 

population). 

These clubs have been organized within three clusters: 

• Historical top clubs 

• Medium clubs 

• Small clubs 

 

In order to achieve a more precise and detailed work, the previous financial statements’ 

reclassifications have been adopted as a precondition for the calculation of these further 

ratios and for the estimation of some important parameters. 

The Balance Sheet scheme that will be used to perform the cluster analysis will be 

developed as follows: 
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Data, reported in thousands, has been divided into (for the left side):  

• The Net Working Capital (NWC) 

• The Net Working Capital (NWC) from football related activities as reported before, 

• The Net Fixed Assets (NFA) as the difference between Operating Assets and 

Operating Liabilities Long Term (Intangibles, Tangible Fixed Assets, etc.). 

To complete the left side of the sheet Net Operating Assets or NOA is included. 

NOA results from:  

NOA = NWCs + NFA 

 

The right side of the sheet includes:  

• the Short Term Net Financial Positions reported as Short Term Net Financial 

Obligations (NFO ST) 

• the Long Term Net Financial Positions reported as Long Term Net Financial 

Obligations (NFO LT) 
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• the total amount of NFO (as the sum of NFO ST and LT) 

• the Shareholders’ Equity (SE) 

 

The Employed Capital (EC) results from: 

EC = NFOs + SE 

 

It is important to remind also that: 

NOA = EC 

 

This reclassification (and this also is adopted to the Income Statement) was based 

on the remodeling of the balance sheets (OIC structure) as reported in the Orbis and 

A.I.D.A. portals integrated with the balance sheet information for the three years of the 

reference time period for the various teams selected (2018-2020). 

The reclassification of the Income Statement was carried out in order to have a 

clear structure of organized items capable to achieve a sound distinction among soccer 

clubs’ items and to calculate economic indicators useful for explaining the incidence of 

those items on the various tranches of the Income Statement.  

The model adopted therefore is based on the following scheme: 
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The EBITDA analysis is surely one of the most important indicator for the 

description of the wealth of a commercial as well as a football club firm.  

It is important to note that two different EBITDAs have been highlighted:  

• a "classic" one: given by the difference between revenues and the sum of Cost Of 

Goods Sold (COGS) plus Selling General & Administrative Expenses (SG&A);  

• an EBITDA net of players transfer and registration, given by adding to the classic 

EBITDA the difference between revenues from player trading (capital gains from 

players' trading, etc.) and costs from player trading (capital losses from players' 

trading, etc.).  

 

5. Discussion 

Four main sources are at the base of the football clubs’ revenues:  

• matchday; 

• commercial; 
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• capital gains from player’s transfer (“Plusvalenze”) 

• broadcasting.  

 

The traditional streams of income for Serie C clubs have dramatically decreased 

together with other sources such as merchandising, food and beverages.  

Two main key issues can be placed at the base of the Covid-19 crisis of the Italian 

Serie C clubs: 

• the zeroing in the tickets and season tickets sales at the box offices (due to the 

lockdowns and other restrictions for the presence of spectators during the matches); 

• the collapse of sponsorships.  

These two factors produced relevant budget and economic consequences. The partial 

reopening to 15% of the capacity of up to 1,000 provided some help in particular to small 

clubs but in certain circumstances created rather paradoxical effects for the big ones: 

opening the stadium for a match appeared more expensive than the relative revenue.  

It’s quite evident that the Serie C clubs are extremely more dependent on matchday and 

sponsorship revenues than their Serie A/Serie B counterparts: the former have a more 

limited role within pay-TV networks than the latter. 

The data shown in this study confirm that weaker revenues have the biggest impact on 

those at the bottom. So far, so obvious because this interrelation can be intuitively inferred. 

Yet the analysis of the financial data carried out in this study not only confirms such 

statements but also it highlights the width and the extent of such emergency evidencing 

how, for a large number of the clubs involved in the survey, severe financial troubles 

before 2019 suddenly turned into the worst financial crisis they have faced. 

This structural fragility can be proved by the data regarding the financial sustainability 

of Serie C clubs through some considerations related to an analysis of the EBIT/Total 
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Revenues ratio (also called Operating Margin). The results from the analysis of the 

operating margin confirm a widespread instability in terms of economic sustainability. 

The study reveals that the vulnerability in stadium revenues (tickets and season tickets) 

and revenues from sponsorship remarkably exposes these clubs to the adverse 

consequences of potential further new waves of Covid 19 pandemic or new closures and 

lockdowns. In this uncertain scenario, sponsors may be not incline to sign new contracts of 

greater or equal volume compared to those before the pandemic. Considering also a 

general reduction in the numbers of spectators on the stands, the risk of a limited visibility 

may push sponsors to find different investments strategies. 

Football therefore can't survive for too long without supporters, with no fans on the 

terraces: and this is a critical problem for these small clubs also considering that, among 

the effects of a long pandemic, also the tendency of the public to go to the stadium could 

have changed, as happened in other sectors connected to the show business. 

Considering that these clubs receive a major part of the revenues deriving from these 

two items a raising emphasison these items implies that the corresponding raising in the 

risk of worsening economic sustainability may grow. It means that, being the capital gains 

frequently not so significant, in the future the survival of these teams could depend even 

more on the revenues deriving from the F.I.G.C. or government subsidies. If these trends 

will be confirmed, this dependence could even further increase in the near future. 

The data presented provide also a general overview of the costs for the wages of 

the players which represent on average about 30% of the total costs. Establishing the more 

or less appropriateness of this value is a rather difficult and complex task but the sport 

competitiveness of a football team highly depends on this kind of investments. As a 

consequence of that, the severe reduction of liquidity, due to less revenues, have had a 

huge impact also on players transfer market, causing a direct effect also on capital gains 

related to it (“Plusvalenze”). This factor plays a critical role in order to increase the 
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positive part of the income statement of a football team, but as it has shown in the various 

income statements, capital gains from Players’ trading was not impacting on the Serie C 

clubs’ revenues. Data shown that more stable Serie C clubs were the ones with the higher 

levels of Capital Gains from Players’ trading. 

The severe financial distress resulting from the analysis of these data stimulates 

further considerations. With so many debts and so little revenues there couldn’t be really a 

queue of people willing to buy football clubs or invest massively in such business for an 

eventual financial recovery. Similarly, capital markets, banks, are unlikely be very 

motivated to lend money to football clubs of these sizes. 

Finding a correlation between one club’s history/size/non economic factors and 

financial performances could a rather misleading task because of the action an extremely 

wide range of variables and factors. Yet one could state that big clubs (and in this case also 

considering historical top clubs) could suffer not only for their bigger and heavier financial 

structure and needs but also due to their “trademark” and fame. On the other hand small 

teams in Cluster 3 (small teams) have a limited capability to be self-sufficient being linked 

to a more restricted scenario, less resources and weaker financial structure. Clubs in 

Cluster 2, except for Teramo Calcio, are likely to show more stable trends showing also 

better capabilities in managing their short term operating structure, but always considering 

a structural risk of future financial instability due to Covid-19 Pandemic effects.  

 

6. Concluding comments 

The research presented in this paper is aimed to the understanding of the action of an 

unpredictable and unexpected event of a very peculiar nature such as the Covid 19 

pandemic on a particular business sector: the Italian Serie C League, one of the lowest 

level in the professional football league system.  
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This survey offered the occasion to think about the modalities through which these 

peculiar business entities have somewhat managed (being more or less prepared for) such a 

long-term disturbance. The peculiarity of such enterprises is essentially focused on the fact 

that the crisis and the risk of collapse of these clubs may involve significant implications 

upon the economic and social life of many towns and small cities in Italy being these teams 

deeply linked to local communities and economies. In particular it has been aimed to 

provide some contributes to the understanding of the economic impact of Covid-19 on the 

Italian Serie C Championship to be considered as a real “small business ecosystem”. 

The present analysis is therefore directed to turn a spotlight in particular on a sector 

that very rarely rises to the fore of the media and the public perception about these issues is 

therefore rather poor because the attention has turned straight to the Serie A and Serie B 

championships. For these Leagues, billions of euros in TV income have been surely at 

stake during the most acute moments of the pandemic (and they will be at risk again in 

case of eventual new acute health emergencies may emerge in the foreseeable future). 

Nonetheless they could survive with behind-closed-doors matches beamed worldwide 

while lower league clubs need the physical presence of their supporters.  

No matches, no revenues: it evidences how the Italian Serie C football teams highly 

rely on matchday revenues. Football stadiums without fans could be a potential fixture for 

the foreseeable future, due to the coronavirus mutations. That’s could be a further 

headache for smaller Italian clubs, who mainly rely on ticket sales for revenue. While those 

at the top of the football chain may be able to ride out the storm, the financial effects of the 

pandemic are thus starker for those below the Serie A.  

During the time frame considered in the present analysis, Covid-19 pandemic and its 

consequences appeared as an extraordinary event for which no operative remedy of any 

kind (financial, technical, managerial) had been prepared nor was it possible to arrange at 

that time quick responses to a similar event. Therefore one further result that may emerge 
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from this study consists in having focused on some situations that can be considered as 

examples, bad/good practices that may perhaps be useful as lessons for dealing with any 

similar stressful financial situations in the future. 

 


